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COMMENT

A note from Emily’s parents 
Emily’s “Seizure Alert” dog has finally arrived.  He is a beautiful
yellow Labrador Retriever named “Baxter.”  Baxter comes from a
long line of Service Dogs.  Baxter’s father is a Search and Rescue
dog, and his mother was carefully selected for her temperament and
intelligence.  Previous litters from these two parents have produced
several successful Seizure Alert dogs.  Baxter is three months old.
He is settling in to our home very well and is beginning to bond with
Emily.  He will be accompanying her to school and everywhere else
that she goes.  Over time, as Baxter gets to know Emily better, he
will be able to detect the changes that take place in her body prior
to a seizure. Baxter will be able to alert us to the onset of her
seizures so that we can make sure Emily is safe. We are so grateful
to Elspeth and The Business of Film Fourth Annual Charity Golf
Tournament, and to all of the wonderful people who have
contributed to our being able to have a Seizure Alert dog for Emily.
Thank you all so much. Lisa, Rob. Emily & Jake Szilagyi.

Post September 11th, nations, corporate and independent
companies in all fields, families and individuals grapple with
the task of bringing vital commercial normalcy back into our

lives from an event that left no corner of our collective lives
unscathed.  As we gather at AFM, the first event in the 2002
calendar of our independent world, my hope is that we shall all
move forward in an atmosphere of renewed understanding of our
clients and business friends, and a renewed awareness of how
deeply interconnected, interdependent and reliant we all are on each
other as independent entrepreneurs. Personally, I have been
staggered, as I read the newspapers and hear personal stories, by the
depth of global interdependence, and how it has manifested itself
across every spectrum of our lives economically, physically,
emotionally, and spiritually.  

Every company attending AFM finds itself governed by a
different and complex set of the economic paradigm.  In the
spirit of brotherhood, let us all try to admire and respect all

positions, and endeavor to not exploit and take advantage of the
new economic field.  If you are an independent distributor, don’t be
afraid to put forth a proposal based on your own company and
country’s economic paradigm.  If you are seller, don’t scoff at an
offer made by an independent person trying to survive in these hard
times, don’t allow false pride to triumph over all our needs.  Yes,
there will be companies and individuals who will take advantage,
and think they are gaining the upper hand.  But remember this.
Each singular gesture one of us makes - no matter how small it may
appear to you within your economic paradigm - will make a

difference in one of our colleagues’ lives. Why is it important and
note worthy?  Because every individual attending this market lives,
and has a livelihood that has been affected by the oncoming
economical fallout that ballooned on September 11th.  

Every corner and crevice of the world is experiencing
unprecedented economic turmoil triggered by those horrific
events.  I remarked only recently to a colleague that the Enron

scandal (and the deep level of corruption that is endemic in society
as a whole) would have a deep effect on us all.  The response was,
“Not on me.”  This introverted selfish appraisal of one’s own
importance in the scheme of life is, I believe, one of the major
factors that results in the deep inner turmoil and human complexity
of this universe we call our world.  Paradoxically, it manifests itself
by an equal measure of random acts of selfishness and kindness.  As
we all conduct our business dealings, trying to solicit the maximum
on behalf of our company or client, take a moment to consider this:
“Can I on this one occasion take a little less?”  Maybe you have
done so in the past, but this time it is needed the most because it
might make the critical difference whether that individual or
company can survive for the long term which in effect will help and
benefit our entire independent community.  I have often observed
how quickly people say, “It’s survival of the fittest.”   We must all
remember that not everyone, or every company, who looks fit is
indeed truly fit - economically, physically, or spiritually.  

Emily receiving Baxter is just one instance of how interdependent
we are on each other. One gesture CAN make the telling difference
to a person, a family, or a company’s lifeline.  

Ishould like to again publicly and personally express my thanks
to the many companies and individuals I badger every year that
donated items in 2001 for auction for the Emily Szilagyi Seizure

Alert Dog Fund.  To Jean Claude Navoro for his tremendous
generosity and support since I started the event four years ago.  To
the players, each year I will try to ensure everything runs smoothly
and I will learn to play golf.  To people in the business who bought
the auction items, I hope you will join in our act of kindness in 2002
- for economically impoverished women in Soweto whose one
consuming ambition in life is to have four solid walls to joyfully
call home instead of a shack made from bits of tin and discarded
wood.  The women have a scheme where they all help each other
and each year the money is pooled and one gets to build her house.
I am certain any contribution from our efforts will be very welcome.
Because of events, I postponed my visit to South Africa, which I
hope to make in 2002 to meet this group of women.

In These Hard Economic Times 
Pictures To Make Us Smile at 

What Really Matters in Our World 



Nicole Kidman - Moulin Rouge

Judi Dench - Iris

Russell Crowe - A Beautiful Mind

Kate Winslet - Iris

Renée Zellweger - Bridget Jones’s Diary

Cameron Diaz, Mike Myers - Shrek

Ben Kingsley -  Sexy Beast

Sean Penn - I Am Sam

Ian McKellen - The Lord Of The Rings: 
Fellowship Of The Ring

Peter Jackson - Director,
The Lord Of The Rings: 
Fellowship Of The Rings

Will Smith - Ali

Nominations for the 74th Annual Academy Awards  announced
include an eclectic mix of films across the spectrum of the movie
going audience.  The 5,739 members selection, showed a broad
reach of choice reflecting superb acting and intelligent scripts based
on ‘entertainment’ in all it’s scope. The Lord of the Rings garnered
13 nominations with a deserved nomination for director Peter
Jackson.  Academy Awards (R) for outstanding film achievements
of 2001 will be held on Sunday, March 24, at the New Kodak
Theatre at Hollywood & Highland (R) and televised live by the
ABC Television Network.  
Nominations for an actor in a leading role include: Russell Crowe
in A Beautiful Mind, Sean Penn in I Am Sam, Will Smith in Ali,
Denzel Washington in Training Day, Tom Wilkinson in In the
Bedroom. Performance by an actor in a supporting role include
Ethan Hawke in Training Day, Ben Kingsley in Sexy Beast, and
Ian McKellen in The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the
Ring. Performance by an actress in a leading role include Judi
Dench in Iris, Sissy Spacek in In the Bedroom, and Renee
Zellweger in Bridget Jones's Diary. Performance by an actress in
a supporting role includ: Jennifer Connelly in A Beautiful Mind,
Helen Mirren in Gosford Park, and Maggie Smith in Gosford
Park.
Nominations  garnered by the films in all the categories (number in
parenthesis): The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring
(13), A Beautiful Mind (8), Moulin Rouge (8), Gosford Park (7),
Amelie (5), In the Bedroom (5), Black Hawk Down (4),
Monsters, Inc (4), Pearl Harbor (4), Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone (3), Iris (3), A.I. Artificial Intelligence (2),  Ali
(2), Memento (2), Monster's Ball (2), Shrek (2), Training Day (2).

The Fellowship Of the Academy 
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29 Palms, Available From Alliance Atlantis

Russian Film Showcased At Berlin Panorama

The Tale Of Fedot, The
Shooter (Skaz proFedota
Streltsa), was presented at

the Panorama Section, Berlin Film
Festival 2002.  Based on a popular
tale, the film’s folk comedy reflects
Russian character and spirit.
Internationally the film is available
from Intercinema Art Agency, a
Russian based company specializing
in the promotion and distribution of
Russian films in CIS countries and
internationally and the distribution of
high-quality foreign films in Russia.
Among  the other Russian films the
company has successfully promoted

are: Makarov, Mussulman, and
Passion Boulevard by Vladimir
Khotinenko; Moscow Parade and
Music for December by Ivan
Dykhovichny; Happy Days, Castle,
Brother and Brother 2 by Alexey
Balabanov; and Checkpoint by
Alexander Rogozhkin.
Intercinema’s own productions
include Anna Greta and her Children
by Moldavian director Valeriu
Zheregi, The Soviet Union We Lost
by Nadezhda Khvorova, and most
recently The Sky in Diamonds, a $2
million Russian-French co-
production with Parnasse

International, ARTE and Canal+
directed by Vassily Pitchul (1999).
The company distributes in CIS
countries foreign films such as
Kingdom, Breaking the Waves, and
Dancer in the Dark by Lars von
Trier; Exotica by Atom Egoyan;
When Night is Falling by Patricia
Rosema; In the Mood for Love by
Wong Kar-wai; and Before Night
Falls by Julian Schnabel.  Recent
releases include a representative
collection of French films: Rien Ne
Va Plus by Claud Chabrol; L’Ennui
by Cedric Kahn; Sitcom, Criminal
Lovers, Water Drops on Burning
Rocks, and Under the Sand by

Francois Ozon; Matter of Taste by
Bernard Rapp; and The Piano
Teacher by Michael Hanneke.
Intercinema’s upcoming 2002 release
schedule includes: Dog Days by
Ulrich Seidl; Code Unknown by
Michael Haneke; Deep Breath by
Damien Odoul; Chamber of Officers
by Francois Dupeyron; Sound of the
Sea by Bigas Luna; Eight Women by
Francois Ozon; Tears of the Black
Tiger by Wisit Sasanatieng; and Jan
Dara by Nonzee Nimibutr.  Founded
in 1992 by Raissa Fomina and Polina
Zhuravleva, Intercinema is a privately
held company.

New Line’s 
Robert Shaye

Receives AFMA
2002 Lifetime

Achievement Award 
Robert Shaye, founder of New

Line Cinema and currently
serving as its Co-Chairman

and Co-Chief Executive Officer, is
being honored with the AFMA
Lifetime Achievement Award at this
year’s American Film Market. The
award will be presented at the AFMA
Honors ceremony at the Fairmont
Miramar Hotel in Santa Monica.  The
Lifetime Achievement Award
presented by AFMA, celebrates
individuals who embody the spirit of
independent filmmaking.  “AFMA’s
members are the originators of the
industry’s most celebrated films. The
AFMA Honors are an opportunity to
recognize the creativity and
perseverance of individuals such as
Bob Shaye who continue to expand
the boundaries of filmmaking,” said
Jean Prewitt, newly elected as CEO
of AFMA.
Kathy Morgan, AFMA chairman
said, “The artistic and financial
success of New Line Cinema in
2001 made Bob Shaye the obvious
choice for this year’s Lifetime
Achievement Award. As the name
indicates, this award honors a
lifetime of achievement, and Bob’s
extraordinary contributions over
the last 35 years to independent
film have elevated the profile and

standards of the entire industry.”
Establishing New Line Cinema in
1967, Shaye, with co-chairman and
co-CEO Michael Lynne, guided the
company’s growth from a privately
held distributor of art films to the
entertainment industry’s top
independent motion picture
production and distribution company.
Over the years, New Line has been
instrumental in launching or developing
the careers of renowned filmmakers
including John Waters, who directed
Hairspray and Polyester; Allen and
Albert Hughes, who helmed Menace II
Society; Reginald and Warren Hudlin,
who wrote, produced and directed House
Party; and directors Renny Harlin,
Stephen Hopkins, Charles Russell and
Wes Craven, all of whom helmed A
Nightmare on Elm Street productions.
“In 1990, New Line formed its Fine
Line Features specialty film
division, which has released such
acclaimed films as the Academy
Award-nominated Best Picture
Shine; Lars Von Trier’s Dancer in
the Dark; Robert Altman’s films
The Player and Short Cuts; Gus
Van Sant’s My Own Private Idaho;
and Whit Stillman’s Barcelona”
Previous recipients of the AFMA
Award were Saul Zaentz and Roger
Corman.

Be sure to visit us online at 
www.thebusinessoffilm.com & www.elspethtavares.com



ShoWest 2002 to be held at
Bally’s and Paris Hotels in
Las Vegas, March 4th

through March 7th will honor Will
Smith as the ShoWest 2002 Male
Star of the Year. 
This is the fourth time Smith has
been honored at ShoWest. In 1995
he was named Male Star of
Tomorrow, in 1997 he was given
the International Box Office
Achievement Award, and in 1999
he was named Actor of the Year.
Director Steven Spielberg is

confirmed to receive this year’s
Lifetime Achievement Award.
DLP Cinema, a Texas Instruments
company, is the Official
Corporate Sponsor.
ShoWest is headed by Robert
Sunshine, Chairman of Sunshine
Group Worldwide (SGW), which
operates the event. The company
is the world’s largest motion
picture industry convention, of
which DLP Cinema, a Texas
Instruments company, is the
Official Corporate Sponsor.

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Dark Blue, Available From Intermedia

America’s largest festival
dedicated to the exhibition of
independent black films

from Africa and the African diaspora
held its 10th Annual Pan African
Film & Arts Festival February 6-18.
Sponsored by Target, the festival
also presented the Art Show, a
StudentFest, SpokenWordFest,
Children’s Fest, a Fashion Show and
a comprehensive panel program.
The festival’s closing night film was
Vanessa Middleton’s Thirty Years To
Life. In the 2002 Centerpiece Festival
section William Jennings’ Harlem
Aria starring Damon Wayans, Malik
Yoba and Gabriel Casseus was
featured.  Egyptian director Sherif
Arafa’s Kafkaesque comedy
Terrorism and Bar-B-Que (1992)
was also screened in this section.  The
Little Girl Who Sold The Sun (1999)
by the late Djibril Diop Mambety was
showcased and Welcome to the
Terradome (1994) by Nigerian
filmmaker Ngozi Onwurah also
screened. 
A special Valentine’s Day selection
reflected the theme of romantic love.

Audiences saw Jeff Byrd’s Book of
Love, starring Bill Duke, Loretta
Devine, Robin Givens, Richard T.
Jones, Mari Morrow, Salli Richardson,
Robert Townsend and Treach.
The 10th Pan African Film & Arts
Festival was additionally sponsored
by Blockbuster Entertainment,
Vangarde Media, Sempra Energy,
Walt Disney Company, KABC-
Channel 7, South African Airways,
South African Tourism, Los Angeles
Cultural Affairs Department,
Consulate of France, TV5, Eastman
Kodak, Washington Mutual, Los
Angeles Times, Nextel, Simply
Wholesome, Showtime Network,
Director’s Guild of America, Playboy
Foundation, a grant from the State of
California arranged by Assemblyman
Herb J. Wesson and the California
Council for the Humanities.
Established in 1992, The Pan
African Film & Arts Festival (PAFF)
is a non-profit corporation dedicated
to the promotion of cultural and
racial tolerance and understanding
through the exhibition of film, art
and creative expression. 

Pan-African Film
Festival Diversity
Struck A Chord

Will Smith Gets Fourth
ShoWest Accolade

Kinderfest 2002 has selected
three Danish films - My
Sisters Kids, Send More

Candy, and Catch That Girl - for
this high profile section of the
Berlin Film Festival.  My Sisters
Kids is a Moonlight Film
Production, directed by Tomas
Villum Jensen and produced by
Lars Kolvig.  Send More Candy is

a Crone Film Production, directed
by Caecilia  HolbekTrier and
produced by Nina Crone. 
Catch That Girl is a Nimbus
Film Production directed by Hans
Fabian Wullenweber, produced
by Lottie Terp Jakobsen and Bo
Ehrhardt (Festen, It’s All About
Love), and scripted by Nikolaj
Arcel.  

Danish Films Dominate
Kinderfest 2002
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar during
each of the years listed, the value of the currency on from 6 January 2002 - 6 February 2002 and the percentage change
in rate since The Business of Film update on 19 October 2001. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro. Source: Thomson Financial Datastream
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Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Dec.(2001) - Jan/Feb(2002)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar.  The chart to the left shows the
value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which are not
part of the EEC (The Euro).  The chart below shows 9 new
currencies we have introduced based on requests from our
subscribers.  On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will
continue to track the European currencies until they expire. Next
issue we will be introducing more currencies based on what our
readership has told us it needs.
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Lisa Wilson attends AFM in her new role as
President of Splendid Pictures, the new
production and distribution entity formed

by Andreas Klein of Cologne based Splendid
Medien AG and David Glasser of Los Angeles
based Cutting Edge Entertainment (see separate
story Splendid’s First Package The Courier on
page 37).  One of the international film industry’s
leading executives, highly regarded for her
knowledge and integrity, Wilson commented, “I
feel fortunate to have such a wonderful
opportunity, and I am delighted to join Andreas
and David at such a critical time.  Our mandate is
to present to our clients certain tentpole pictures
in the $40m to $ 60m dollar range, and smaller
classics with good casting that will get a theatrical
platform release.  As several successful smaller
movies have proven, with cast and well-
developed scripts continuing to be the
locomotive, our objective will be to ensure we
attain this aim.  We will also be continuing to
produce good A-level video product, which has
been the success that David has achieved,
underlined by good relationships with a number
of key distributors around the world who continue
to rely on him and the company for this product.”  

Over the last few years the independent
business has continued on its roller-
coaster ride, fueled by the ability of

individual companies to secure the right players,
the right product, and hit the market at the right
time. However, with the overall global
consolidation of distribution outlets in every
territory, with pan European deals the flavor of a

‘particular’ year, with a global recession over the
last two years that peaked with and created the
deep economical trough after September 11, can a
new independent entity successfully make the
grade to compete in the marketplace?  Wilson
responded, “There has been a lot of attrition.
Even the smaller players who were making good
theatrical level product have all but disappeared.
Today the mix is as complex as it is simple.  Well-
developed scripts, well cast, with good production
values and the magical ‘it’ ingredient will do it
every time to a greater or lesser degree depending
on the production spend.  However, after 30 years
in the business, as we all know, the most difficult
quantifier is the ‘it’ factor.  I believe the greatest
advantage we have at Splendid is that all the
people involved have established track records.

We have a German partner who carries
tremendous credibility from his previous
partnership with IEG.   He was involved in the
financing of Gangs of New York, Traffic and Ali.
He is also a well-respected distributor in
Germany. This gives our clients a comfort level
because they understand Andreas is looking not
only from the deal perspective but he is looking at
it from their side of the fence.  Would the picture
work in Germany, a key market? Keeping all that
in mind, we are being very careful about which
projects we present to the marketplace.”   

Wilson continued, “The number of
pictures we produce will depend on the
number of good scripts.   What we are

not doing is making films that have not spent
sufficient time in development, or scripts which
should not be made regardless who is attached.
We may get eight scripts in one year that we can
develop and produce.  I am not saying that won’t
happen, but it’s less likely we will get that many
tentpole pictures.   Despite the number of scripts
submitted, it’s not often you get one you can
commit to and say ‘it has the three essential
ingredients  - it’s fresh, the script is extremely well
written, and it has the right top star attached to it’.” 

Traditionally, and September 11 has again
proved the rhetoric, when times are bad the
mass audience needs to feed on

entertainment. They eagerly gravitate toward films
and programming that fulfill a need to be uplifted,
entertained, and allowed to escape from their daily
morass and the drudgery of everyday living.
Recent audience attendance results show key
territories such as UK and Spain up in admissions.
Audience viewing worldwide of film and
television has increased since September 11.

“Even though times are hard,” Wilson says, “I
think it is important for us to focus on the
right kind of product. Distributors are only
buying pictures that are entertaining.  It’s
almost a throwback to Rock Hudson Doris
Day movies, and consequently we are looking
for scripts that will entertain, not dark
dramas.  In today’s market place as we all
know, the worldwide demographic is the
young male 17 – 35.  At Splendid we keep
aware of that.  Sometimes that is hard for me
personally, because I am at a certain age.
Something I like may not be what that
demographic audience is looking for, so I
look at all the scripts with an open mind, and
determine would the key audience young
males 17- 35 across the globe want to see
this?  From my perspective, what makes the
judgement call on a particular script is, we
have a terrific young development staff here
who bring that dimension to the table.  What
directors are interested in getting attached to
the project?  Which cast expresses interest? I
am also fortunate to have a demographic at
home - my 19 year old son who is keyed into
what is happening out there - and I use him
shamelessly,’’ Wilson laughed. 

“Our first project  - The Courier - is a hip
young action film for exactly the audience we
are talking about. It’s tremendously exciting
and has created tremendous interest from the
buyers and buyers reps. Jan de Bont, the
director, has a very stylish brand that he brings
to his projects. It’s fresh, it’s cool, it’s hip. And
it’s now.  At the other end of the spectrum is
Without Apparent Motive, a film noir thriller,
to be directed by Billy August who directed
House of Spirits.  He is a brilliant director.  We
have actually had actors’ agents calling,
wanting to be part of the casting.  It’s a classy
project directed at an older audience.  Each
project is aimed at a specific audience.  Both
films are studio level pictures, and that is what
the clients are looking for. David has had
various different discussions with the studios
here, and we are hoping he will be able to make
an announcement during AFM.  
David Glasser Splendid Pictures CEO said, “
Few people in this industry are as
knowledgeable and committed as Lisa and we
are thrilled to bring such an experienced and
resourceful executive to our team. We know she
will be integral to our success.”  Wilson with her
typical good humor added, “After all these years
in the business, I can finally say” I am ready for
my close-up now, Mr. De Mille!”

SPLENDID CHOICE

Lisa Wilson

we have a

terrific young

development staff here

players who were 

making good 

theatrical level product 

have all but disappeared.  

which has been
the success that 

David has achieved, 
underlined by 

good relationships

Announcing the newly launched www.elspethtavares.com

NEW COMPANY PROFILE
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Following months of discussions
with various industry groups, in
an effort to halt the exodus of

film industry jobs from California to
Canada and other states, Governor
Davis announced his support for a 15
percent tax credit on the cost of wages
for employees working on motion
pictures filmed in California, as well as
additional benefits to filmmakers in
the Film California First (FCF)
program, a multi-million dollar
initiative the Governor launched to
increase California’s competitive edge
in attracting and retaining commercial,
television and film projects.
The 15 percent wage-based tax
credit, modeled after a federal
proposal that the Governor supports,
would apply to each employee
substantially involved in the
production of a California-based
film. The credit would apply to the
first $25,000 of an employee’s
salary.  For production companies to
receive the credit, employees would
have to perform all or nearly all of
their services in California. The
credit would target California
productions that have been the most
negatively impacted by “runaway

production” by applying only to low
or mid-size productions (Movies of
the Week, mini series, cable
productions, etc.).  Legislation will
be required to implement the tax
credit that would take effect July 1,
2004.
“We’re creating an atmosphere that
lets filmmakers know that California
really wants their business,” said
Gov. Davis. “This stimulus package
will provide a substantial financial
boost to California’s entertainment
community.”
Gov. Davis also announced
enhancements to the successful Film
California First program. During its first
11 months, the program has rebated
more than 800 productions up to
$300,000 per project with nearly $6
million being requested for
reimbursement.  Enhancements are
designed to further stimulate film, TV,
commercial and other forms of
production jobs in California while
providing a boost to the state’s economy.
“Film California First rebate dollars
help fuel film productions in
California and stem runaway
production,” said Gov. Davis.
“These program enhancements help

production companies struggling
with budget constraints to save even
more money, create and retain jobs.” 
The multi-million dollar Film
California First (FCF) program was
initiated January 1, 2001. Qualified
production companies realize cost
savings through the program’s various
reimbursement categories when filming
on public property in California. The
program reimburses eligible public
employee (excluding local police) and
public-related film costs to productions
shooting in the state, upwards
to$300,000 per production lowering
below-the-line expenses.
Karen Constine, Director, California
Film Commission, said, “This new
stimulus package, coupled with the
already successful Film California
First and STAR Partnership
Programs, further strengthens
California’s position as the world
film leader. The STAR program
‘unlocks’ state-owned surplus
properties and makes them available
to the film industry at no or little cost.
A number of primary enhancements
have been added FCF.  Overall
reimbursement caps for all public
properties are increased from $500

to $1,500.  During the first 10
months of the FCF program, overall
film permit fees and public location
fee caps were set at $500.  Increased
rebates will be given as follows: film
permit fee, from $500 to $1000;
public location fees $500 to $1,500;
and public equipment, from $250 to
$500.  Reimbursements are allowed
for multiple film shoots by the same
production company on the same
day. Single per day/per public
agency reimbursement are
expanded, benefiting 1st and 2nd
unit shoots on a single day and
companies that otherwise shoot at
two or more locations on one day.
The FCF Program will also rebate
fire department spot check fees and
public notification fees associated
with filming on public property. 
A one-stop shop, the CFC issues
permits for filming on state-owned
property and administers several
incentive programs, including Film
California First
(www.filmcafirst.com) and State
Theatrical Arts Resources
Partnership (STAR). The CFC does
not charge permit fees or location
fees for the properties it permits. 

Govenor Proposes Tax Credit 
For Californian Film Industry

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Undisputed, Available From Nu Image/Millennium Films 

HERE! the new specialty
marketing and distribution
arm of Regent focusing

exclusively on gay-themed fare, has
retained Mark Reinhart as its
international sales and marketing
executive responsible for acquiring,
marketing, and selling films for
theatrical, video, DVD, and television
distribution for the new company. 
Regent recently announced their gay
label after achieving success over the
years with several gay-themed
projects, including The Twilight of
the Golds, starring Brendan Fraser
and Faye Dunaway; the Oscar-
winning Gods and Monsters,
starring Ian McKellen, Lynn
Redgrave and Fraser; and more
recently, A Woman’s a Helluva
Thing, starring Penelope Ann Miller,
Angus MacFadyen and Ann-
Margret. 
Regent partner Paul Colichman says,
“Statistics and demographics
demonstrate that there is a significant
section across race and religion of gay
individuals with sizable disposable
incomes willing to spend it on
entertainment.  Studies have shown that

our audience is hungry for
programming.  At Here! we want to  fill
this need  by producing and acquiring
good programming that shows positive
role models and promotes self esteem
within the gay community.”
“We are excited to have Mark at
HERE! Films,” says Colichman.
“With his diverse background ranging
from Independent film distribution to
reality television programming, Mark
brings a depth of experience to
position HERE! product in the
international marketplace.”  
Over the last two years the company
has acquired and released several
gay films, including Sixth
Happiness, Speedway Junky and
Sordid Lives, which is in its 30th
week of straight release in Dallas.  
“Specialized Cinema has always
held a close place in my heart,” said
Reinhart.  “I am pleased to join
Stephen [Jarchow, Paul’s partner at
Regent] and Paul in this new
venture. The last several years have
brought about a new acceptance of
alternative lifestyle and a
willingness to embrace talented
filmmakers from all walks of life.”

HERE Is Now &
HAPPENING
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Continuing their relationship
with Patagonik Film Group,
Sony Pictures Classics

announced the acquisition of North
American Rights to Argentina’s all
time highest grossing film, Son of
the Bride, Argentina’s entry for the
Best Foreign Language Film
Academy Award, directed by Juan
Jose Campanella and starring
Ricardo Darin.  
“Some of the most exciting
filmmaking in the world today is
happening in Argentina,” notes
Michael Barker and Tom Bernard,
co-presidents of Sony Pictures
Classics. Son of the Bride is the
perfect follow-up to Nine Queens
which we bought last year and are

about to open in the United States
(April 12th). It is the most
emotionally satisfying film we have
seen in a long time. We are pleased to
continue our business relationship
with Pablo Bossi and Patagonik.”
Son of the Bride is produced by
Patagonik Film Group, Pol-ka
Producciones, Jempsa and Tornasol
Films. Menemsha Productions, who
negioted the deal, previously
worked with Sony Pictures Classics
on the highest grossing Iranian film
in the United States, Color of
Paradise, and last year’s Academy
Award nominee from the Czech
Republic, Divided We Fall. 
Son of the Bride won the Best Latin
American feature at the Montreal

Film Festival 2001 as well as
receiving a Special Grand Jury
prize. The film most recently
screened at the Palm Springs Film
Festival.
Sony Pictures Classics also picked up
North American rights to Vicente
Aranda’s fifteenth century costume
epic, Mad Love (Juana La Loca),
Spain’s entry for the Best Foreign
Language Film Academy Award.
Mad Love was recently nominated for
12 Goya’s (Spanish Academy Award)
including Best Picture and Best
Actress for its star Pilar Lopez de
Ayala who also won the Best Actress
Award at the San Sebastian Film
Festival. The film, produced by
Enrique Cerezo was distributed in

Spain by Sogepaq, the company that
released in Spain and internationally
Guillermo del Toro’s critically
acclaimed, The Devil’s Backbone
which is currently in release in the
United States by Sony Pictures
Classics.
“I am particularly satisfied having
Sony Pictures Classics distribute
Juana La Loca (Mad Love) in the
USA as I am sure they will give the
best chance to the movie,” noted the
film’s producer Enrique Cerezo.
Sogepaq’s Jacques Roldan added,
“Juana La Loca has been very
successful in its theatrical release.
We believe Sony Pictures Classics is
the best choice we could make for a
successful American release.”

Columbia Tri-Star Film
Distributors International,
the major distributor of the

very successful Terminator and
Terminator II: Judgment Day, has
secured the majority of international
distribution rights to Terminator 3:
Rise of the Machines starring
Arnold Schwarzenegger. Following
the recently announced negotiations
by Intermedia and C-2 Pictures
which saw the domestic rights go to
Warner Bros. 
The long awaited block buster
sequel to be produced by Mario
Kassar, Andrew Vajna and Joel
Michaels of C-2 Pictures and Hal
Lieberman, re-ignites the
international franchise and sets the
stage for future Terminator sequels.
Principal photography for the
Jonathan Mostow (U-571,
Breakdown) directed film is set for
April 2002, with a planned Summer
2003 release.
Mario Kassar and Andrew Vajna, co-
chairmen of C-2 Pictures, said:
“Entering into the international
distribution agreement with
Columbia was the superb
culmination of a complex four year
process to bring to fruition one of the
most anticipated sequels and the
next installment to what we hope
will be a coveted franchise.”  
“After the tremendous success of The
Wedding Planner, we’re thrilled to
continue our great relationship with
Sony,” stated Intermedia’s President
of Worldwide Distribution and
Acquisition Jere Hausfater.  

Terminator 3 is a C-2 Pictures
/Intermedia production in
association with the Munich-
based production entity IMF and
Mostow/Lieberman Productions.
Intermedia’s co-chairmen Moritz
Borman, Nigel Sinclair and Guy
East will executive produce.
Jeff  Blake, SPE President
Worldwide Marketing and
Distribution stated, “This is a
huge event title for the summer of
2003 all over the world. We are
thrilled to be a part of it.”
Santa Monica based C-2 Pictures
was founded and headed by
former Carolco Pictures
principals Mario Kassar and
Andrew Vajna.   The duo’s
producing credits which have
spanned over two decades and
yielded over three billion dollars
in worldwide box office include:
the Rambo series, Total Recall,
the original Basic Instinct,
Terminator 2: Judgment Day,
Die Hard With a Vengeance,
Cliffhanger, Stargate, and Evita
as well as I Spy, currently in
production.
Intermedia is a diversified
entertainment investment
company with offices in Los
Angeles, London and Munich,
which develops, finances and
distributes motion pictures in
collaboration with leading
producing partners. Its parent
company, IM Internationalmedia
AG, is listed on the Frankfurt
Neuer Markt stock exchange.

Columbia Tri-Star
Secures International

For Terminator 3

Sony Classics To Distribute Son of the Bride 
& Mad Love For North America 

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Kevin Of The North, Available From CinemaVault 



Seeking to expand all available
royalty rights for AFMA
members, Cherry Lane Music

Publishing and AFMA Collections, a
division of AFMA, have entered into
a joint marketing and publishing
agreement to promote each other’s
services, including the collection of
audio/video and music publishing
royalties worldwide.
Under the agreement, AFMA
members will receive music
royalties and licensing fees for radio,
television and, in some markets,
theatrical use of their product
worldwide, in addition to revenues
generated through soundtracks while
retaining 100 percent of the
copyright to their music. Cherry
Lane will make its clientele aware of
audio/visual-royalty collections
services provided by AFMA
Collections, the leader in its field in
the independent film and television
industry.
AFMA is the trade association
representing independent
distributors and producers of motion

pictures and television programming
with 150 member companies from
the U.S., Europe and Australasia.
Cherry Lane, with its extensive
catalogue of copyrights and library
of masters spanning virtually all
genres of music, is known for its
expertise in music consulting
services and copyright exploitation
and administration.  
Cherry Lane has administration and
co-publishing relationships with film
and television production companies
including DreamWorks SKG,
Urbanworld Films, Edward R.
Pressman Film Corporation, John
Carpenter Productions, John
Malkovich’s Mr. Mudd (producers
of the critically acclaimed “Ghost
World”),
4Kids Productions (Pokemon), The
Konigsberg-Smith Company, Robert
Greenwald
Films, Avnet Kerner, Paradise
Entertainment Group, Hearst
Entertainment,
Regent Entertainment and Leonard
Hill Films.
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Humo Rojo Film Sales
makes its international
debut at this year ’s

American Film Market. Based
in Toronto and Montreal, the
privately held company is
headed by principles Ivan
Ivanovitch and Don Campbell,
and represents independent
filmmakers from the United
States, Canada, and Europe.
The duo met in Los Angeles in
1995 where they worked for a
French marketing company.
Ivanovitch is in charge of sales
based in Toronto, and Campbell
is responsible for international
marketing and operations based
in Montreal.  
The team started putting
together the sales operation
during the Montreal Film
Festival 2001.  
Don Campbell said,  “After
Blackwatch’s bankruptcy, TVA
International and Alliance
Atlantis both closed their
international sales operations in
Canada.  There are very few
Canadian sales agents left.  We
understand it is a very difficult
business, but our plan is to
grow slowly.”   
Ivan Ivanovitch Humo Rojo’s
head of sales said, “We have
throughout our careers had
relationships with key
distributors in every territory.
We know they are hungry for
intelligent films and we believe
our product will  meet their
needs. We are starting out with
excellent films.  Acts of
Worship (Sundance selection
2001) is also nominated for two
Independent Spirit Awards at
the 2002 Independent Spirit
Awards to be held shortly in
Los Angeles),  and the
Bulgarian gay themed Dogs
Home was in the official
selection at the Berlin Film
Festival 2001.” 
Acts of Worship is the story of
addiction and friendship
between Alix, a young heroin
addict, and Digna, a successful
photographer in New York.
Winner of the Best Film at
Santa Barbara Film Festival
2001, Dogs Home tells the
story of an aging opera diva
who stages her death every

summer. The singer lives in
reclusion with her best friend,
an older gay man. Their home
at the seaside is open to visitors
and everything changes when a
handsome young man enters
their life. (English and French
subtitled versions).
Inertia ,  winner of the Best
First Feature Film, Toronto
Film Festival, is the triangle of
Joseph, still madly in love with
Laura, who doesn’t want him
anymore. She is infatuated with
Joseph’s close (and married)
friend, Bruce.  Bruce finds
himself attracted to Joseph’s
nineteen-year-old cousin, Alex.
Alex, on the other hand, is
attracted to Joseph.
Déjà vu, directed by Henry
Jaglom, centers around an
American woman who, while on
a trip to Europe, meets a
handsome British painter.
Starring Vanessa Redgrave, the
romantic drama was shot in
Jerusalem, Paris,  Dover,
London and Los Angeles.  Last
Summer in the Hamptons ,
also directed by Henry Jaglom,
tells the story of a large family
of artists actors, screenwriters
and directors who meet at their
summer estate once a year.
Oona Hart,  an electrifying
Hollywood movie star, manages
to get an invitation to their
estate and her presence
provokes sexual energy and raw
emotions. Ivanovitch and Humo
Rojo work in collaboration with
Henry Jaglom’s The Rainbow
Film Company on the
international sales of both films
directed by Jaglom.
Prior to Humo Rojo,  Ivan
Ivanovitch worked for Robert
Altman’s Sandcastle
Productions in New York,
Kushner-Locke in Los Angeles
and most recently for Alliance
Atlantis where he was part of
Mark Horowitz’ team.
Ivanovitch was involved in the
handling of fi lms such as
Sunshine, In the Company of
Men ,  and The Five Senses .
The company’s name Humo
Rojo (Red Smoke) is inspired
by an Almodovar  character
from the film All About My
Mother.

Humo Rojo
Acts Of Worship

& Déjà Vu

Music Royalties
Secured By Joint

Agreement

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Frailty, Available From Lions Gate Films 
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The New Cannon Inc makes its debut at the
American Film market with a young team
under the leadership of its president Evgeny
Afineevsky.  The new team is taking a fresh
new approach to the business, utilizing
talent from a pool of experienced talent, and
aiming to give new talent opportunities.
Afineevsky said,  “We are in a constantly
evolving marketplace that requires new
creative impetus to meet the demands of
international buyers and audiences
worldwide. At New Cannon we have a young
talented group of individuals with the desire
to push the envelope in working with and
finding the new stars of tomorrow.”  The
company has two completed films showing

at AFM and a third nearing completion.
Crime and Punishment makes its
international world premiere at the AFM.
Adapted from the famous novel by Russian
writer F. Dostoevsky, it is a modern day
adaptation of Dostoyevsky’s masterpiece
starring Crispin Glover  (Raskolnikov), John
Hurt (Colonel Porfiry), Vanessa Redgrave
(Mrs. Raskolnikov), Margot Kidder (Mrs.
Katerina Marmeladova), John Neville
(Marmeladov), Clive Revill (Captain
Zamyotov), and Sophie Ward (Sonia).
Nicholas von Sternberg is the film’s director
of photography. 
The second completed film from New
Cannon is the Death Game, a. remake of
Menahem Golan’s successful hit Death
Wish, starring Joe Lara, Billy Drago and
Richard Lynch and directed by Menahem
Golan.  Lara is a college basketball coach,
trying to protect his star player, played by
newcomer Bo Brown, from the clutches of
an evil promoter.  Currently in post-
production is an American-Israeli co-
production The Return From India based
on the best seller novel Open Heart by A. B.
Yehoshua. Open Heart was published USA
and worldwide by Doubleday.  Menahem
Golan directs The Return From India, co-
produced by Evgeny Afineevsky and
Menahem Golan, with funding from the
Israeli Fund of Quality Films.  The Return
From India, shot in India and Israel, is a
dramatic love story that centers on the age-
old question “What is love”? The movie

stars three of Israel’s leading actors Aki
Avni (Time of Favor), world-renowned
Israeli singer Riki Gal, and Asi Dayan (Time
of Favor) and an ensemble of Israeli talent.
The Return From India will have its world
premiere during the Cannes International
Film festival in May.
Gearing up projects to fulfill the mandate of
discovering new talent, New Cannon’s next
project is an urban comedy Booty and Tha
Beast.  Hip-hop, humor, and horror are the
slant for this urban look at a classic formula.
Principal photography is scheduled to start
shooting in mid April. The company will be
making more expansion announcements over
the coming months.

New Young Team Helms New Cannon

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Skins, Available From Overseas Filmgroup 

Bingham Ray, president of
United Artists, announced
the franchise sequel Like A

Bat Out of Hell: Jeepers Creepers
2 from United Artists and American
Zoetrope will reteam writer/director
Victor Salva the original filmmakers
with producer Tom Luse.  “This is
my third film venture with Victor
Salva,” says Coppola, “and I’ve
been incredibly pleased with each
project.  I’m really excited to be
working with him again.”
Taking in almost $50 million at the
U.S. box office, the original Jeepers
Creepers was written and directed by
Victor Salva and starred Gina Philips
and Justin Long.  Produced by Barry
Opper and Tom Luse, it was executive
produced by Francis Ford Coppola,
Linda Reisman, and Willi Baer, and
Mario Ohoven and Eberhard Kayser.

Financed by MGM and Myriad
Pictures (an IN-motion AG
company), Myriad co-presidents
Kirk D’Amico and Philip von
Alvensleben are executive
producers of the picture alongside
Francis Ford Coppola and
American Zoetrope’s Bobby Rock.
Myriad will act as the
international sales agent for the
film, with the company’s president
of production, Lucas Foster, on
board as the executive in charge of
production. United Artists is a unit
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc.
The 82-year haven for independent
filmmakers continues as the
specialty film unit of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Inc., involved in
the production, sales, and
acquisition of films for global
distribution. 

Writer Director Re-Team

Evgeny Afineevsky, Menahem Golan, 
& India’s Prime Minister

Menahem Golan directing Riki Gal in
The Return From India

Based in Mumbai India,
Madhu Entertainment &
Media Pvt. Ltd., a leading

exporter of Indian Feature Films,
is participating at AFM for the
first time. The company is
presenting and screening
Everybody Says I’m Fine
starring Rehann Engineer, Koel
Purie, and Rahul Bose, shot in

India in the English language.  In
2001, the film screened at the
Toronto Film Festival, Vancouver
International Film Festival, and
the London International Film
Festival TV.  The company also
has a library of Programmes
including Serials and
Documentaries that it sells for
Terrestrial TV Rights, DVD rights.

Everybody Screens 
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PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Carlitos Jail, Available From Trust Film Sales 

Fox Searchlight has acquired
distribution rights for North
America, Latin America,

Australasia, the UK and South
Africa to the Miguel Arteta-
directed dark comedy, The Good
Girl which stars Jennifer Aniston,
Jake Gyllenhaal, Zooey Deschanel,
Tim Blake Nelson, John C. Reilly
& Mike White.  The film made its
debut as a World Premiere at the
Sundance Film Festival 2002. 
The Good Girl, funded by the
World Media Fund and Myriad
Pictures, represents the third
collaborative effort of Arteta and
Greenfield, who previously
developed Star Maps and Chuck
and Buck.  The Good Girl’s
writer, Mike White, previously
penned and starred in Chuck and

Buck and played a cameo role in
Star Maps.
Fox Searchlight Pictures is a unit of
Fox Film Entertainment, a unit of
Fox Entertainment Group. 
The division is the filmmaker-
oriented company that focuses on
distinctive films helmed by world-
class international ‘auteurs’ and
exciting newcomers. With its own
marketing, distribution and
publicity operations, films are
distributed internationally by
Twentieth Century Fox.
Based in Los Angeles and London,
Myriad Pictures, an IN-motion AG
company, is an international sales
company involved in the financing,
distribution, and production of
quality major motion pictures and
television programming.

The Good Girl

Samuel Goldwyn Films and
Fireworks Pictures have
snapped up theatrical and

media rights in the U.S. and its
territories for Gold Circle Films’
The Man From Elysian Fields
directed by George Hickenlooper,
starring Mick Jagger, Andy
Garcia, Julianna Margulies, and
Olivia Williams. 
“We knew we wanted The Man
From Elysian Fields from the
moment we saw the extraordinary
reaction the film received at a
very early screening,” said
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., CEO of
Samuel Goldwyn Films.  “It’s a
wonderful blend of great
storytelling and charismatic
performances.”

Executive produced by Gold
Circle Films’ Norm Waitt, co-
founder of Gateway Computers,
Paul Brooks, Larry Katz, Morris
Ruskin and Vicky Pike, and
written by Philip Jayson Lasker,
the film was produced by Andrew
Pfeffer, Donald Zuckerman and
Andy Garcia.  
Gotham-based IDP a joint venture
that consolidates the practical
aspects of film distribution -
including booking, marketing,
and publicity - for its three
partner companies (Samuel
Goldwyn Films, Fireworks
Pictures and Stratosphere
Entertainment) expects to release
the film theatrically in the Fall of
2002.

IDP To Distribute
Elysian Fields

Seeking to expand the
audience catchment for its
library of gay and lesbian

family programming, Triangle
Multi-Media Limited Inc. is
currently conducting
presentations to Time Warner
Cable, Cox Communications,
Adelphia Communications,
Comcast and Charter
Communications. 
TTN President Frank Olsen
explains, “The Company seeks to
make its gay and lesbian
programming available through
the largest cable carriers and
satellite companies immediately.
Our goal is to fast track TTN’s

gay and lesbian family
programming which has been well
received by the market place and
has experienced strong demand
for wider accessibility since its
September 2001 preview.”
TTN enhanced the Company’s
distribution by installing new
direct fiber optic lines which link
the Company’s programming to
its satellite provider. 
Triangle Television Network’s
program line up includes gay and
lesbian movies, original
programming, sporting events,
regional programming, Series,
and news and information related
to the gay community. 

TTN Goes For Gay Catchment

Chosen as the official
German entry for the
Academy Awards’ foreign-

language film category 2002,
Oliver Hirschbiegel’s German box
office hit Das Experiment will be
released in theatres through IDP,
the theatrical distribution joint
venture of Samuel Goldwyn,
Fireworks Pictures and
Stratosphere.  Samuel Goldwyn
Films acquired the U.S. rights from
Senator International.
“Following the kind of critical
attention and awards that have been
garnered by Das Experiment
throughout the world, I am
delighted that US audiences will be

given the opportunity to see this
truly mesmerizing film on the big
screen,” said Drake. 
Senator International is the sales
division of German based Senator
Entertainment AG headed by CEO
Hanno Huth.  Based in Los Angeles
and led by Joe Drake, Senator
International is dedicated to the
financing, production and
distribution of A-list feature films,
as well as specialized feature titles
for the worldwide theatrical driven
entertainment marketplace.  The
company’s current slate includes 24
Hours, the thriller starring Charlize
Theron, Kevin Bacon, Courtney
Love and Stuart Townsend.

Distribution For Das Experiment

Vortex Pictures have available
at AFM, two new, star driven
features: Sonny and The

Man from Elysian Fields.
Currently in production in New
Orleans, Sonny marks the directorial
debut of Nicolas Cage.  Sonny is the
story of a young gigolo caught
between two worlds- his
domineering mother’s life in the
flesh trade, and his own dreams of
love and escape, and stars Nicholas
Cage, James Franco (2002 Golden
Globe Winner for his portrayal of
James Dean), Golden Globe Winner
Brenda Blethyn, Mena Suvari
(American Beauty), Harry Dean
Stanton (Paris Texas, The Pledge)
Scott Caan (Ocean’s Eleven). In a
move much appreciated by
independent international
distributors Cage has a contractual
commitment to support the movie
with press junkets in key territories.

The Man from Elysian Fields,
starring Andy Garcia, Mick Jagger,
Olivia Williams, James Coburn,
Julianna Margulies, and Anjelica
Hustonv premiered at Sundance to
much critical acclaim, and will be
released in the US by Samuel
Goldwyn, in the fall of 2002. 
The company’s first acquisition My
Big Fat Greek Wedding which
showcased at London and Mifed,
will be released in the US by IFC
April 2002.  It screens at AFM.
Produced by Rita Wilson and Tom
Hanks, My Big Fat Greek Wedding
tells the laugh-out-loud story of two
people from very different
backgrounds that overcome their
familial differences to find love.
During AFM the company will make
additional announcements, with
regard to acquisitions and domestic
release of other projects its
represents.

Sonny From Vortex
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Andreas Klein, CEO of Cologne-based
Splendid Medien AG, and David Glasser,
founder and principal of Los Angeles

based Cutting Edge Entertainment (CEE), after a
four-year courtship have teamed together in the
new enterprise Splendid Pictures, Inc. focusing on
feature film development, production and
distribution. 
“We have seen incredible growth in Cutting Edge

and firmly believe that our investment in the
creation of Splendid Pictures will continue to
encourage growth within the independent film
industry,” stated Klein.  “The capital and
development packages will ensure a robust
production slate within the coming months.”  The
deal creates a $150 million production facility for
feature and television projects.  Splendid Medien’s
majority stake will allow the new entity to
accelerate its slate.  Glasser maintains a 20% share
of Splendid Pictures and is the company’s CEO. 
The partnership gives Splendid Pictures the
financial wherewithal to produce two $40 million
pictures and 8-10 features in the $5-25 million
range per year.  
David Glasser said, “We have developed Cutting
Edge steadily over the past eight years and feel the
time is right to bring the company to a new level
with the support of Splendid and Andreas. We
have numerous projects that we hope to launch in
the next few months and look forward to
tremendous opportunities through this new
venture.” The company’s slate at AFM is
headlined with the action thriller Courier to be
directed by Speed franchise film director Jan de
Bont (Twister, The Haunting, Minority). Produced
by Vincent Newman and Tucker Tooley, The

Courier is executive produced by Andreas Klein,
David Glasser, de Bont and Avenue Pictures’ Cary
Brokaw.  The Courier is slated to begin production
in early Summer.  “Given his signature style, Jan
will bring a kinetic energy and scope to this
character as only he can.  Tucker and I agree – he
is absolutely the perfect fit,” said Newman.  David
Glasser said, “It was clear on our initial reading of
the script that Jan de Bont would be the ideal
choice to direct this film.  Andreas and I are both
delighted that we have this deal with him and
Newman/Tooley Films,” stated Glasser.  Written
by Michael Brandt and Derek Haas, The Courier
centers on a mythic figure who makes deliveries to
anyone, anywhere, no questions asked.  The
Courier is hired to make a delivery to a legendary
underworld figure who has been considered
impossible to find. Projects already slated to shoot
in 2002 include: Dolan’s Cadillac, a thriller based
on a Stephen King short story with Stacey Title
directing; Bounty Killer, written and to be directed
by Jonathan Hensleigh and to be produced by Gale
Anne Hurd; and the Tony Kaye helmed Redliners. 
Splendid Medien AG is the holding company for
eight subsidiaries and affiliates, including
Splendid Television and former affiliate Initial
Entertainment Group (IEG) which finances, co-
produces and distributes filmed entertainment
throughout the world.  Among its co-produced/co-
financed films with former partner IEG are Traffic,
starring Michael Douglas under director Steven
Soderbergh which won four Academy Awards;
Ali, directed by Michael Mann and starring Will
Smith; and Gangs of New York, directed by
Martin Scorsese and starring Leonardo DiCaprio.

Splendid Television co-produced James Dean
which recently garnered a Golden Globe
nomination for lead actor James Franco, Glory
Days, and distributes HBO’s Project Greenlight. 
Los Angeles-based Cutting Edge Entertainment,
founded in 1993, is a full-service entertainment
company engaged in the acquisition, finance,
production and distribution of motion picture and
television products.  Since 1996, the company has
produced sixteen features including the 2002
Sundance Dramatic Competition selection Narc,
starring Ray Liotta and Jason Patric, and the
forthcoming The Devil and Daniel Webster,
directed by and starring Alec Baldwin.  It has also
provided foreign distribution for such projects as
Pollock, directed by and starring Oscar nominee
Ed Harris and co-starring Oscar winner Marcia
Gay Harden.

Splendid’s First Package The Courier

Andreas Klein & David Glasser

Sacker & Savay-Ross & Hoffman Partner

As widely expected, Neil Sacker and Julie Savay-Ross, partners at
Creative Union Entertainment (CUE), have partnered with Gregg
Hoffman in a strategic move to boost production of the recently

launched international distribution and film financing company. Hoffman
becomes President of Production and Acquisitions.
CUE’s Chief Executive Officer Neil Sacker said, “In the past eight months,
Julie and I have laid a strong foundation for the company by announcing our
first fully financed theatrical motion pictures as well as a number of key
foreign sales engagements.  With the addition of Gregg and with significant
funding in place, we are ready to do the hard work necessary to make CUE a
premiere independent production, financing and distribution company.”
Savay-Ross, President of Worldwide Distribution, added, “Gregg has an
enviable production and development record and is the right person to
spearhead our efforts to fully finance and produce cast-driven commercial

films for successful distribution through the major US distributors and
internationally.”   Hoffman will oversee the production of the company’s slate
of theatrical feature films for US distribution through the studios as well as
CUE’s own international distribution operations.  Hoffman will be
responsible for sourcing material, creative development and overseeing
production.  Concurrent with Hoffman’s partnership, CUE has also entered
into an agreement with a private investment group to provide equity funds to
enhance the company’s development, production and distribution abilities.
The investment group will be working alongside CUE to jointly identify
strategic investments and alliances to expand the overall scope and business
opportunities for CUE.  Hoffman said, “I’ve spent a number of years inside
the corporate world and worked for some great people, but I’ve always had
the desire to build a business from the ground up.  I come to Creative Union
to provide a steady slate of studio quality commercial films for major
distributors around the world.” 
CUE was launched in October 2001 by Neil Sacker, former Executive Vice
President of Miramax Films, and Julie Savay-Ross.  With a mandate to
finance, produce and distribute A-list feature films for wide theatrical release
as well as specialized feature titles, the first picture to be fully financed,
produced and distributed by CUE is the heart-stopping actioner entitled
When The Ride Is Ruff starring Wesley Snipes, who leads the ensemble cast. 
Other CUE projects include the action/drama feature film Madison, starring
Jim Caviezel; the comedy The Wedding Contract with Sigourney Weaver
and Bill Murray in an all-star ensemble cast; The Italian; and Children of
the Dust, an action-drama produced by Jeffrey Klein and Chris Bongirne.
Hoffman partners with CUE after holding the post of Executive VP of
Production at Lynda Obst Productions.

Neil Sacker Greg HoffmanJulie Savay-Ross
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EchoStar Communications
Corporation has closed the
previously announced $1.5

billion Vivendi Universal equity
investment in EchoStar.
Proceeds from the investment are
expected to be used to provide a
portion of the funding for the pending
merger with Hughes Electronics
Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary of General Motors
Corporation (NYSE:GM)
(NYSE:GMH) and the parent
company of DIRECTV, and a portion
for general corporate purposes.
Vivendi Universal received
5,760,479 newly issued shares of
EchoStar Series D Preferred Stock
at an issue price of approximately

$260.40 per share in exchange for
the $1.5 billion equity investment
by Vivendi Universal. As a result of
the transaction, Vivendi Universal
owns approximately 10 percent of
EchoStar’s fully diluted equity, or
less than 5 percent of the combined
EchoStar/Hughes fully diluted
equity assuming the pending
merger is consummated. 
Also effective, Jean-Marie Messier,
the chairman and CEO of Vivendi
Universal, became a member of
EchoStar’s Board of Directors. The
transactions are not conditioned on
the closing of the EchoStar-Hughes
merger and will remain in effect
whether or not the EchoStar-
Hughes merger is approved.

Echostar Closes Vivendi

Image Entertainment, Inc., a
leading licensee and distributor
of DVD programming in North

America, has signed an output
agreement with TVN Entertainment
Corporation, a leading digital
content licensing, programming,
distribution and management
company, that will see twelve of
Image’s exclusive live concert
music programs presented through
the pay-per-view (PPV) and video-
on-demand (VOD) models
throughout the United States and
Canada via cable and satellite.
TVN, a leading digital content
programmer, aggregator, distributor
and asset management company,
currently provides entertainment
and advertising programming to
cable systems that reach over 60
million U.S. subscribers.  

Image Entertainment, Inc. is a
leading aggregator of content for
DVD with more than 1,700 Image-
exclusive DVD titles in release. The
Company also has exclusive audio,
videocassette, broadcast, streaming
video and downloading rights for
many of their exclusive properties.
The Company maintains its
distribution facility in Las Vegas,
Nevada and is one of the largest
distributors of DVD programming in
North America. Image has
distribution agreements in Japan,
China, Southeast Asia, Australia and
New Zealand, Mexico, Brazil, and
most of Europe for select
programming on DVD and
videotape as well as for broadcast.
Additionally, the Company owns
and operates an e-commerce
subsidiary, DVDPlanet.com.

Imagine Signs With TVN

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
24 Hours, AVAILABLE FROM Senator International

Continuing to expand its
portfolio following
restructuring, AMC

Entertainment Inc., one of the US
based leading theatrical exhibition
companies, has executed a letter of
intent to acquire the operations of
Gulf States Theatres. “The
acquisition of Gulf States Theatres
exemplifies our strategy of acquiring
high-quality assets in major
markets,” said AMC chairman and
chief executive officer Peter Brown.
“It will be an excellent fit and a great
addition to our industry-leading
circuit.” Gulf States Theatres
operates five stadium-style
megaplex theatres with 68 screens in
the New Orleans area, where it is the
market share leader. All five of the
Gulf States theatre complexes have
been built since 1997.
In a related transaction, AMC will
execute lease agreements with
Entertainment Properties Trust

(NYSE:EPR) for the Gulf States theatre
real estate. AMC expects to complete
both transactions by March 1.
The Gulf States transaction is the
second acquisition planned by AMC.
In December 2001, AMC announced
it had signed a letter of intent to
acquire GC Companies, Inc., parent
company of General Cinema
Theatres, pursuant to a plan of
reorganization filed in the GC
Companies bankruptcy proceedings.
The GC acquisition is subject to
bankruptcy court approval and other
conditions.
AMC Entertainment Inc., through its
circuit of AMC Theatres, operates
177 theatres with 2,836 screens in
the United States, Canada, France,
Hong Kong, Japan, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom. Its
Common Stock trades on the
American Stock Exchange under the
symbol AEN. The company is
headquartered in Kansas City, Mo. 

AMC Entertainment
To Absorb Gulf States
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PayForView Media Group
Holdings Corp. announced that
Bermondsey Investments Ltd,

January 2002 agreed to be acquired by
the Company and has formed a micro-
cap fund management division to take
advantage of financing and capital
raising opportunities for established
emerging companies.
Rodney Gelineau, Company
President and CEO, pointed out that
despite general perceptions about the
economy and the status of the
markets, there is no shortage of
quality, deserving companies in need
of funding and no shortage of funds
available to them, under the right
circumstances.
“Our goal in creating this division is
to give available capital a home,” said
Gelineau. “A safe harbor patrolled by
qualified and capable individuals who

will be able to match available funds
with the right deal in a timely and
efficient manor. Small, established
companies like the ones we specialize
in have a special set of needs, as do
those individuals and institutions who
invest in them. I feel I can bring
together the right set of ingredients to
provide companies with what they
need while giving fund participants an
exciting return on their investment.”
The Division, which will be operated
from the Company’s mid-town
Manhattan offices, is an important
link in the chain of investment
banking, merchant banking,
consulting and funding services that
the acquired Bermondsey will be
providing to private and public
companies in need of the capital or
expertise to take them to the next
level.

Micro-cap Fund Division
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Philips, a leading supplier of
digital TV solutions, has been
selected to implement a digital

rights management (DRM) solution
for The Contents Company (TCC), a
major interactive TV (iTV) service
provider in Korea. The solution will
use Philips’ CryptoWorks conditional
access (CA) and DRM system for
protecting the content of TCC’s IP-
based television services.
CryptoWorks is the only CA system
on the market that protects both IP-
based services offered by TCC -
subscription pay-TV and video-on-
demand (VOD) - with the use of a
single smart card. Delivery of the
Philips CA/DRM system is
scheduled for the second quarter of
2002.
Commenting, Jos Swillens, chief
operating officer of the CryptoTec
business group at Philips Digital
Networks, said: “We are delighted
that TCC has chosen Philips
CryptoWorks for digital rights
management and protection of their
premium content.” 
Responding, Hak Man Kim, TCC’s
overseas business development
director, said: “We are equally
pleased to be working with Philips in
this area. With their DRM solution
we are assured of safe delivery of our
valuable content that will also help us
maximize our revenue.”

Philips’ CryptoWorks DRM and CA
system will be used to protect TCC’s
valuable content. Whether broadcast
or on-demand content, decryption is
done all under the control of one and
the same smart card in the set-top
box, managed by a single head-end
system.
TCC is a subsidiary of the SK group,
which is one of the largest
conglomerates in Korea. TCC is
deploying an IP-based iTV service to
residential subscribers in the country
using an advanced fiber-to-the-curb
(FTTC) architecture. There are
currently 7.5 million homes in Korea
with access to broadband services,
and TCC is targeting 20,000
subscribers by the end of this year. 
Royal Philips Electronics of the
Netherlands is one of the world’s
biggest electronics companies and
Europe’s largest, with sales of EUR
37.9 billion in 2000. 
The Contents Company is a
subsidiary of the SK Group, one of
the largest conglomerates in Korea.
The company was incorporated on
July 25, 2001 with a mandate to
aggressively develop innovative,
next-generation services for IP
broadband networks. The Contents
Company is looking to provide
compelling, entertaining
multimedia content to SK’s vast
customer base.

Philips Selected For
Content Protection

In the high stakes tech consumer
electronics battle, Samsung
Electronics has developed a

combination Personal Video
Recorder (PVR)/DVD player based
on the Cirrus Logic CS92288
MPEG Audio/Video Codec chip as
incorporated into Cirrus Logic’s
Encore(tm) reference design.
Samsung’s new DVD-H40 is the
forerunner of a new product
category that combines popular
digital entertainment features into a
single, compact and affordable
consumer device.
“DVD players are a major product
category for Samsung and we
wanted to reinforce our leadership
in this market with a product that
also offered the very popular time-
shift features found in digital video
recorders,” said C. M. Kim,
Principal Engineer of the Digital
Video System (DVS) division. 
“The DVD player has introduced
interactivity into many living
rooms and paved the way for the
popular time-shifting and instant
recording features of PVRs,” said
Kathleen Maher, Editor-in-Chief at
Jon Peddie Research. “By
combining the features of a DVD
player and a PVR into a single
device, Samsung’s new low-cost
set top box represents a new
category of appliance that makes
good sense for consumers. 

Cirrus’ CS92288 codec is at the heart
of the Encore reference design,
offering both audio and video real-
time encoding and decoding in a
single, highly integrated device.  The
Cirrus CS92288 codec allows
Samsung to offer high-quality DVD
playback with popular PVR viewing
control features, including the ability
to pause and replay live broadcasts. 
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. is a
global leader in semiconductor, the
consumer electronics industry, and
digital convergence technology.
Samsung Electronics employs
approximately 54,000 people in 46
countries. The company is the
world’s largest producer of memory
chips, TFT-LCDs, CDMA mobile
phones, VCRs and monitors, and it’s
the fifth largest manufacturer of
mobile phones. Samsung Electronics
consists of four main business units:
Digital Media, Semiconductor,
Information & Communications,
and Home Appliance Business. 
Cirrus Logic is the premier supplier
of high-performance analog and
DSP chip solutions for consumer
entertainment electronics that
allow people to see, hear, connect,
and enjoy digital entertainment.
Cirrus Logic operates from
headquarters in Austin, Texas, and
major sites located in Fremont and
El Dorado Hills, Calif.; Broomfield
and Boulder, Colo.; as well as
offices in Europe, Japan and Asia.

New Consumer Video
Gadget DVD-H40

PRODUCT PROFILE AFM 2002
Hotel, Available From Moonstone Entertainment 

Studios Accept D-Theater

Marking the acceptance of
high definition as the new
standard for home

entertainment and television
viewing is the support of four
Hollywood film studios intent on
releasing feature films on the new
high definition D-VHS platform,
the totally digital technology, on an
optional system within the D-VHS
format called D-Theater. Created
by JVC specifically for
copyrighted, high value
prerecorded content, D-Theater
provides a state-of-the-art level of
security demanded by content
producers in the digital era.  Artisan
Entertainment, DreamWorks SKG,
Twentieth Century Fox and
Universal Studios are expected to
release the first D-Theater titles in
2002.
“The D-VHS format offers superior
picture quality to any other format
in existence today, and the solid
copyright protection technology
built into the D-Theater system
makes the format extremely
attractive to us as content
providers,” said Patricia Wyatt,
President, Twentieth Century Fox
Home Entertainment. “Nothing else

can reproduce the visual impact of
film and we anticipate that true film
enthusiasts will adopt D-Theater
now that Hi-Def prerecorded
content will be available.”
“As the only hi-def format in
existence, the D-Theater option
allows us to offer movie fans an
unprecedented home theater
experience,” said Kelley Avery,
Worldwide Head of DreamWorks
Home Entertainment.”  This format
offers the most pristine viewing
quality to the increasing number of
households with hi-def systems.”
While the introduction of the D-
VHS format follows the relatively
recent launch of DVD, the
launching studios view the two as
offering unique benefits to the
consumer.  “D-VHS is in a unique
class different from DVD. This
meets the videophiles’ highest
quality expectations for an in-home
experience,” said Craig Kornblau,
President, Universal Studios Home
Video.  “JVC’s D-VHS D-Theater
video recorder will allow
consumers to play hi-def content
which clearly differentiates it from
a DVD player. It is the only hi-def
option.”
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Monitor

“Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone”
Available from 
Warner Bros.

F E B R U A RF E B R U A R YY
Three weeks ending January 27, 2002
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1. Lord Of The Rings 29,995,416 4(6) 470/483/490/477 18,270/13,128/9,616/7,172

2.   Harry Potter 6,099,551 4(11) 497/464/427/412 4,951/3,166/2,718/2,391

3.   Black Hawk Down 5,069,629 2 406/406 6,274/3,698

4.   Rat Race 4,838,227 3 292/349/329 4,987/4,048/3,445

5.   Vanilla Sky 4,200,654 1 425 9,884

6.   Behind Enemy Lines 3,817,221 4 319/320/283/168 4,076/2,796/1,569/1,073

7.   Mean Machine 3,007,753 5(4) 330/307/228/131 3,469/2,198/1,385/1,073

8.   The Princess Diaries 2,816,512 4(6) 385/375/361/353 2,696/1,552/1,341/1,184

9.   Long Time Dead 1,758,779 2 233/223 3,580/2,583

10. Iris 1,408,784 2 84/85 6,502/5,517

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Jan4-Jan27. By showing the per screen average

over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Iris was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Long Time Dead or that Lord Of The Rings had

a higher screen average after six weeks of release than Black Hawk Down after two.

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS
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ANALYSIS - FINANCING

A view long held by industry insiders, is that there
is more acting and creativity performed off-screen
than on. In the past, the business has done much to
lionize actors, directors, cinematographers and
belatedly, writers. In our view, scant praise and
attention has been paid to the dealmakers, who by
way of wit, creativity and plain defiance against
insurmountable odds find or sometimes even
make the money to make pictures happen. The
following insights into the current world of film
finance strategy circa 2002 is a tribute to these
souls. We hope to provide you with timely
commentary into what makes the business tick in
the third millennium.

PREQUEL

“Money, Money makes the world go around” or so
the famous song from Cabaret would have it!
The money-go-round world of filmed
entertainment finance circa 2002 is in a state of
flux. Change is altering the known industry
landscape (how the money goes around) in ways
unthinkable a few years ago. The business model
of the filmed entertainment industry has adapted to
the influence of new financial architecture
reflective of a global market place - a market place
affected by trend factors such as new revenue
streams, vertical corporate globalization and new
world order financial market requirements. Events
seemingly unrelated such as the Enron collapse,
the growth of runaway film productions, the
creation of new industry media groupings (E.g.
Spyglass/ Intermedia merger) and the application
of new financial reporting standards for the film
business, have conspired to create a new financial
modus operandi. The trends discussed are already
in motion and for those interested in financing
filmed entertainment, ignorance of or indifference
to them, could be detrimental to your project.  

A RISK AVERSE WORLD

The major studios account for the majority of
industry financial clout. Today, they are vastly
different in financial stlye and corporate objective
than in times past.  This is not the first time
comment has been made on this fundamental

climate change in Hollywood, where today the
newest “wanna-be best dressed kid on the block”
is the studio CFO. 
Financial success and even the viability to be a
player in the business will depend not on a CFO
mentality, but on a dealmaker mentality, i.e. those
smart enough to master the new financial spins of
the business and who grasp the opportunities that
ebb and flow in a swirling global business climate.
While CFOs are important  in the green lighting
process, it is submitted that by nature they do not
have the time to get into the nuts and bolts of each
prospective deal. Dealmakers are influenced as
much by creative decisions as by financial
implications and are therefore in the best position
to impact on the process. Studios and filmmakers
need to appreciate that deal making today cannot
be compartmentalized to remain optimal. Every
deal needs a master, a general who can see the
whole battlefield and understand the minefields of
options now available. If the Enron collapse has
taught us nothing but the fact that widely split
knowledge is a recipe for disaster, we will have
learned a great deal. This article pulls together and
focuses on  many of the deal making influences in
play today. These influences highlight the
complexity of knowledge of law, finance and
business know-how that must come together to
optimize and maximize each potential deal. 

STRUCTURED FINANCING
INSIGHTS

To win the game in 2002 whether you are a major
or minor player, the first rule of play  you must
master is the Dealmaker mentality.
• Risk analysis and profiling - this will allow you to
choose the optimal risk profile for your organization
and ration scarce capital. Even a major can only
spend what it has - well may be not. What is the best
project mix? How we can get the best returns over
our slate?  Such thinking is often blue sky sourced,
combining industry know-how with the
mathematical assessment applied to various
weighting elements.  The tools often point out if
nothing else the various options available. The
influence of CFOs is seen in these areas more and
more – How much can we afford, what are our risk
factors, what is the best risk vs. return spread. Such
questions make for many sleepless nights in Beverly
Hills, Paris, Rome, Sydney and London.  If this all
seems vaguely familiar to the gap equity probability
guessing games given to insurance companies and
banks in the mid-to-late 90s to support gap equity
deals, that’s because it is. In an ironic twist of fate the
business is now being hoisted on its own petard.
Having often hood winked the unknowing into

analysis based on unreal facts, the process killed a
potential viable gap equity capital market. The
techniques now are vital survival tools used
internally as well as with external participants. If the
delta on cost estimates and revenues is skewed, only
you will suffer.  You will fool only yourself as the real
optimal portfolio risk position will never be known.

• Risk Mitigation - where possible cost and
revenue risk factors in any picture must be
optimized to provide minimal exposure.
In practical terms the following areas need to be
carefully addressed and will be discussed in turn in
this article:
•Weighted Average Cost of Corporate
Opportunism (WACCO)

- seeking best deal making risk profiles 
and cost of capital positions

•Off Balance Sheet Deals
- maximize available capital base    

•Globalization Factors 
- seeking best cost profiles, seen by Runaway

Production Syndrome
•Split Rights Financing

- seeking to contain liability exposure, isolate 
then match risks to returns

In the second of the series of articles on Film Financing and Opportunities offered in Australia and other regions, written exclusively
for The Business of Film, Brett Thornquest and Timothy Driver offer a timely, informative, and witty piece, giving an insiders look at
how to optimize the film financing Paradigm in 2002, and the steps to consider to protect the up and downside at a time when financing
sources are somewhat limited and  ‘closer scrutiny’ is the operative word on all sides of the fence. The breadth of the article will appeal
equally to the novice producer, and the experienced producer, looking to be more conversant with financial trends.

a market place 

affected by trend factors 

such as new revenue streams, 

vertical corporate globalization

what are our risk factors,
what is the best risk 
vs. return spread.

And the Award for Best Actor in any Film
Financing Role in 2002 

goes to...Could be you...after reading
Film Finance Survivor Essentials Circa 2002

Film Finance Survivor
Essentials Circa 2002

Split Rights Financing In A Risk Averse World
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RISK AVERSION 101

This newly popularized industry buzz concept is
currently the subject of much discussion but not
much understanding. Whether you are a major
player, a known producer on the lot or a producer
with a single picture, take note - you live in a risk
averse world. In popular parlance this simply
means that every one seeks to limit potential
exposure to risk if a deal goes bad. In film
entertainment financing the definition is more
specific and requires some technical finance
appreciation.
Filmed Entertainment Risk Aversion: This
requires adoption of sound business and financial
principles to create an ongoing strategy of risk
aversion. The goal is to maximize business
effectiveness while minimizing business risks in
relation to single picture risk and cumulative risk
across a slate of pictures.

RISK PROFILING 

Developing risk profiles whether of a single
picture or a whole slate in a portfolio of pictures
is now derigeur. This involves accurate
assessment of costs against projected revenues. It
is the ability in the business to contain or reduce
costs and then project sales estimates of various
territories and for multiple revenue sources to
ascertain likely income estimates. The skill of
such profiling is the key to deal making in this
business, how accurate your costing may be, how
much revenue is certain and how much is a guess
and the timing of such revenues. The keys to risk
profiling are the facts supported by industry
opinion then adjusted by mathematical
calculation for risk probability. 
In relation to a single picture, accurate risk
assessment will give insight into:

• potential exposure to loss to investors, 
producers or who owns the various parts, 

• the size of gap equity that isn’t covered or 
• an assessment as to the risk, over the 

organization’s slate to enable a more 
accurate mix of project selections

Even within deals different money faces different
risk profiles based on the nature of the
commitment. P&A money is last in and first out in
priority position and therefore carries a lower level
of systemic risk than production money. Split
rights deals over specific territories need
adjustment for price relative to sales estimates and
then for marketing commitments as well as issues
relating to cross collateralization and third party
participation’s. The mix is dependent on the
underlying contractual terms and can throw off
very different risk profiles. 
In the past many deals were signed by the
unknowing and not subject to detailed scrutiny to
see if the inherent risk position could have been
better or more equitably struck. Many companies
especially the smaller players produced a number
of films but in the wash were behind the eight ball,
never able to catch up due to ignorance of proper
risk assessment.

RISK ADVERSE TREND FACTORS

The following industry factors are bringing the
industry deeper into a risk averse mentality.  They
need to be clearly understood, as they are part of
the factoring process itself. How else can one
evaluate risk if one does not understand what the
risk is? Risk aversion is hip because the following
trends have hit home to all savvy industry
survivors… 

THE ENRON SYNDROME

Capital markets post this unrelated industry
financial debacle are now more skeptical than ever
of all and any industry specific accounting
practices. Enron’s questionable practice of
booking full revenues on deals rather than just the
company commissions on deals has opened a
Pandora’s box of questions applicable to all
business.  All those who rely on Off Balance sheet
arrangements, deals with partnerships and the
alike will face high levels of scrutiny in the future.
Much filmed entertainment deal making in the
new financial market place will raise the issue of
whether real substance rather than pure form is
being accurately reflected on the books.

NEW ACCOUNTING RULES

The business has, pre Enron done much to
mitigate the much voiced view that the industry
participants books were as much make believe as
the products seen on screen. Fortunately, new
accounting practices were introduced in the Year
2000. The fiscal Year 2001year end will be the
first full year for compliance with the new rules.
The predictions are for much one-time red ink as
Hollywood moves to a new paradigm and loses
some of its traditional creative book keeping
strategy options. 
For example, marketing costs are to be written off
up front and not amortized over a number of years
from release, and development costs are to be
written off to the P&L on abandonment not as in
the past amortized into the overhead pool. Most
significantly, total revenue estimates for a film
against which production costs are amortized, can

only be spread over 10 years rather than 20 years
as reported in the past.  Excluded from these
revenue estimates will be revenue from
promotional items e.g. toys and film library values
are now cast as long term assets and valued at
discounted fair market values not as stock valued
at non time adjusted values. 
All these moves collectively force players to match
expenses and revenue early in each cycle.  While
Hollywood moved a year before Enron, to the
cynical many ways still exist to indulge in make
believe on the balance sheet. Hence new times
mean new games and the pressure is on to pick up
the ground lost to stricter accounting standards.
In summary, being risk averse in today’s world
requires an appreciation of one’s capital resources,
together with an ability to ration those resources
relative to risk profiling considerations. The goal
is to find an appropriate mix across a slate and
with each single picture, develop acceptable risk
profiles.  The real trick is seeing how far you can
extend base capital resources through access to off
balance sheet finance to create and develop
secondary money sources that can then be put into
a best mix mode. Fiscal discipline is required to
contain the costs, risks, and liabilities of each deal.
As a deal maker you must now be able to change
hats, to move from “Yes we can do it”, to  “Yes, but
how, where, for how much, with who and what is
the best way” mentality.

WACCO ANALYSIS :
WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST

OF CORPORTATE
OPPORTUNISM

FIRST CLOSE SCRUTINITY

The weighted average cost of capital analysis,
measures capital employed by an organisation
based on a mathematical formula defining the
balance of debt and equity contributions to total
capital resources.  This is measured against the
cost of capital by creating an averages model made
from the dividend/profit sharing costs of equity
elements and the interest costs for debt related
elements.
WAC Analysis is important as it can tell you two
things:
•What capital resources are available? 
•What do they cost?
WACCO is our nomenclature for a process that
has long driven Hollywood thinking.
WACCO or the WEIGHTED AVERAGE
COST OF CORPORATE OPORTUNISM is
not a new concept.
It can be reduced to a formula which, simply
defined in a film executive’s mindset is
(remembering that studios want not only to stretch
their dollars but bend them around corners):
If it’s good we want to own it all at the least cost
and risk to us.
If it’s bad or average-to-bad we want to own as
much of it as we can but for no or little cost to us
If the film is in the “good” category, can we afford
to do it ourselves?  If yes, then lets look at every
incentive and cost saving choice that does not
undermine our creative wish list.  If the answer is
no or maybe, then what is our next best financing

to limit potential 
exposure to risk 

if a deal goes bad.

to ration those
resources relative to risk 
profiling considerations.

In 2002 savvy producers, both
independent and major, will be asking the

question “where is the money?”
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choice and where does it come in the slate? How
can we still own as much as possible and still do
it? What are my choices of where, who, how much
and how to fund it, that impact least on the creative
objectives? What impact does each scenario have
on costs relative to potential revenue? What trade
offs do we have to make creatively?  What risks
are there to us?  What is our risk strategy and risk
profile?
Sounds simple, but in reality the knowledge base
and research to best achieve the optimal is highly
complex. Detailed knowledge of exchange rates,
talent, location, real costs, sales values, incentives
and potential equity or debt partners must be
factored in.
The skills required spin over every area of the
business from production, marketing accounting,
element acquisition and packaging. Each is as
important as the other, each a potential time bomb
if a ball is dropped or miss played. E.g. inadvertent
use of a structure or cultural requirement may
deny a planned incentive or potential equity
participants tax advantage.
The thinking gives a broad-brush scope of the
Hollywood rationing of capital process and
tellingly indicates what and why things do or don’t
get off the ground. WACCO refers to the cost of
corporate opportunistic behavior and the ability to
create and seize situations and milk every last drop
of potential from them. Implicit in such a posture
is the realization that whether it is capital or studio
talent in management that is an issue, the overall
mix of projects limits choice. The cost of corporate
opportunism is in deals you didn’t do or deals you
did do, but could have done better. While the CFO
mentality affects broad issues relating to the big
picture, at the coal face dealmaking can really
make or break a company today. The trade offs of
creative choice, cost, marketing profile and
finance options all interplay and overlap in ways
too numerous to mention.
The winner in a WACCO world will be the one
who best grasps how to make the trade offs and
best weights potential gain from use of all
resources against the potential costs and risks
involved. Studios today are now more amenable to
any cost saving profiles and deal making that
improves their risk return position. A 20% cost
saving across a portfolio means 20% more films,
clever use of off balance sheet finance increase
product and revenue from distribution without
eating up valuable capital that would otherwise
have to go to production often for questionable
result. 
As we know, Studios are in essence distribution
entities and production has always been a
necessary evil. The ability to mitigate risk while
still disproportionately increasing revenue
potential is an irresistible flame to an increasingly
intoxicated financial moth. To make deals now
you have to be able to see how a single picture will
impact, what a particular deal offers the company
that makes it more risk return aggressive than
another. The ability of dealmakers to sew and cut
product cloth to meet these needs is what will get
films through the green lighting process. 

OFF BALANCE SHEET
FINANCING

Beyond WACCO and Risk Profiling is a whole
new version of an often-played old studio party
favorite - off balance sheet financing.  The point of

the game is to beat the limitations of traditional
WACCO analysis by using other peoples’ money
to extend financial resources past defined limits
and make more projects than one’s capital base
would seemingly allow. If you examine the normal
inventory to sales ratio numbers for the major
studios, you find more films than the numbers
provide for. A more rational handle on true
inventory can be gained by looking at MPAA
release data. The more ways a studio can use the
marquee value of its distribution pipeline rather
than its cash or direct hard credit lines to make
films, the more films it can make. This process
impacts on overall risk profiling in that while
scarce capital can be rationed, capital that does not
impact on the balance sheet as much or even at all
carries a different risk aversion profile - a profile
often not based on pure rationing considerations.
Hollywood has long refined the art of off balance
sheet finance.  Under new pressures of the Enron
fall out and new accounting constraints, the art
form has now been raised to new heights.
Hollywood’s global search for cash, and  new
conscious avoidance of risk and aggressive global
market place strategies made this an essential
business posture.

The term like risk aversion is as much
misunderstood as known about. In this article we
use it to include items both on and off the balance
sheet. By that we mean, those that appear
somewhere on the balance sheet or in related notes
to financial reports where they have appeared at a
place designed to avoid the financial radar of credit
line rationing requirements or a stock analyst’s
financial health analysis. Often they appear by
nature and design at lower level characterization,
timing or value than would normally be the case. In
such event they come within the definition as while
they are on the balance sheet, to an extent they are
off the balance sheet. 

Confused? Well so is most of the financial
community. How can this be? Well like Enron
the nature of the business provides much scope
for those in power to use the marquee value of
their distribution clout. The smart and the fast
are now moving harder than ever to facilitate
deals off the table and avoid using hard money
and limit exposure to risk.  
(Example - MGM and Universal are clawing
their way back to full financial health with
every deal making option explored)
Consider the following scenario.  
Is a particular transaction in the nature of a
guarantee 

• supported from a company credit line  
• supported by a cash deposit
• an unsupported corporate guarantee,
• a warranty 
• or perhaps or a mere obligation in a contract

in a desk draw full of conditional terms. 
The classification potential here moves from
that of hard debt, to unsecured creditor, to
note to the accounts status and ultimately to
off balance sheet non-reporting status, where
it may appear not at all. (If it stays below the
auditor’s radar of materiality) 
Each step in this process affects the perceived
financial health of the underling enterprise
and how its debt lenders and equity
stockholders value its worth. Increasingly the
use of such techniques as defacto equity,
notional partnerships and soft debt impact on
how and when things come to pass on the
books. In many cases things may never be
seen or even searchable (shades of Enron) by
auditors yet may have huge positive or
negative impact on company reported profits.
Global market place business factors affect
the industry and the numerous ways of
sourcing global capital mean that despite the
new accounting rules,  much can be left to the
imagination of those in power.

GLOBALISATION FACTORS

The globalisation of the world market place for
marketing, production and finance raising
purposes provides a uniquely complex vista of
choice for all in the business. The following
ingredients should now play into the decision
making mix of all:

inadvertent use
of a structure

or cultural requirement
may deny a 

planned incentive

Purchasing Power of One US Dollar
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GLOBAL PRODUCTION CHOICE

Reducing hard costs are now a key focus as no
longer are budget’s just the subject of being met
and made on time.  Today dealmakers search for
quick fix ways to lower budget costs. A lower
average cost point for a studio means less risk and
more available capital for other deals. The rising
average cost of studio pictures forced many to
indulge in accounting finesse to disguise the cost
spiral and develop new ways of dealing in a
competitive global market place. The plague of
runaway productions  (currently the subject of
much Hollywood industry angst) is a precursor to
a growing trend.  
Favorable cost structures - What’s a  major studio
like you doing in a place like this?
There are good and pressing reasons for Lord of
the Rings to be made in New Zealand and the
second instalment of the Star Wars trilogy and
Matrix 2 & 3 being made in Australia.
All of them come down to Money! It’s cheaper
and the product creatively is what it should be.
New cash incentives and/or equity split rights tax
shelter finance potential, make the deals
irresistible. Favorable industry incentive programs
offered by many countries to facilitate and attract
Hollywood make going global a necessity. The
cash or expenditure mitigation helps lower risk
profiles often for small or zero concessions. Many
countries such as Canada, now Australia and
belatedly California offer cash money as well as
expense mitigation incentives. 
Other than exchange rate savings and true below
then line cost savings much of the deal making
attraction for US film makers lies in lower labor
costs.
The whole issue of residual payments to talent and
the nature of the US production environment made
runaway productions a necessary evil.

OFFSCREEN/ONSCREEN COST
PROFILE MATRIX

To be viable today a producer must be able to
quickly compare budget per genre and film across
a number of jurisdictions and run the ruler over the
cost savings and incentives available. Firms such
as Moneypenny Services and others in Australia
can provide detailed current numbers on every
cost element. Such detail is vital in the pre-
greenlight cost assessment phase of any picture.
Creative imperatives require producers to use the
best talent mix to make a picture relative to the
money available and cost savings that can be
implemented. Today a skilled player needs to
have a firm handle on OFF SCREEN/ ON
SCREEN cost input factors; these can be both
highly complex  and an unwelcome surprise to the
unwary producer. New film incentive programs
are being created in many jurisdictions keen to
attract Hollywood dollars. They carry with them
not only much promise but also the need for great
care, as the trade offs may not be what one thinks.
The inset A details the new incentive program
about to be launched by Australia this year
relating to all on shore production expenses. 

PRODUCTION LOCATION
CHOICE - MAJOR ISSUES

USA Budget prepared in US$
Jurisdiction X (+ or -)
1. Local exchange rate
2. SAG/DGA requirements vs local unions
3. Financial incentives - subsidies/equity
4. Local cast/crew depth & facilities
5. Value of picture due to talent/labor trade offs to 

access savings
6. Tax costs for talent under Producer Indemnities
To fill in real numbers we will give you some
example of the issues these simple criteria involve. 

AN LA DEAL

The US California incentive is 15% and applies
only to workers earning up to $25,000 on small
budget films to US$10m. The trade off is you’re in
a US full SAG deal for on screen talent and face the
residuals that go with that, plus off screen dealing
with higher cost structures for other union labor.
The upside is no potential producer tax liability on
your US cast and crew, flowing back for
differences between local and foreign tax regimes.

AN OZ DEAL

The new Australian incentive relates to not only
all Australian labor and talent even if work done
outside Australia at 12.5 % with no budget cap,
but also on non-Australian labor performed in
Australia. The trade off is lower cost structures
from exchange and market place savings, the
down side increased accommodation and transport
costs. The upside is the ability to potentially buy
out residuals up front (if any apply at all) - until
May 1 this year. On the producer tax indemnity
front, off screen talent are usually taxed according
to residency status.  However, on screen talent
face an Australian income tax liability for the
work performed in Australia regardless of the
length of stay and this may create negative tax
consequences if this tax paid can’t be used as a
credit against the talent’s local tax return in their
home jurisdiction. 

The time bomb of producer tax indemnities for
talent and potential for rebate incentive loss if
production entitlement processes are not followed
to the letter must also be factored into the
equation.
The same issues whether it be Canada, UK or
Ireland must put into the mix in weighing the
overall cost profile of a picture. The trade offs in
talent and labor choice must also be considered.
The ability to claim back local tax rebates such as
the VAT type tax in France or the UK raises
questions of entitlement (as seen the in
Polanski/Artisan law suit) as to who in the deal
gets it and when.
Most problematic is how such trade offs play into
the split rights process.  Does making the film in
Australia or Canada mean that that territory is
going to yield better results and/ or initial equity
partners and what are the downsides? What are the
cultural trade offs, how do they impact on the sale
process i.e. will an Irish or Australian accent have
to be used and if so will it hurt sales in primary
markets?  Does that territory even have
dealmakers who are viable and can deliver the
cash and/or equity to facilitate a split rights deal?

MARKETING AND FINANCE
STRATEGY

SPLIT RIGHT SELLING

The ability to split right sell off by way of presale
or postproduction pre release on sale to
distributors or exhibitors in global territories has
made financing pictures since the early nineties a

The upside is 
the ability to 

potentially buy out 
residuals up front

In 2002, film financing needs a global lateral thinking approach.
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new game. While the value of many territories and
right streams are not what they were in the early
nineties, the ability to lay off risk is still a key
source of funding.

CO-PRODUCTION FINANCE

The development of co production deals used to
fund pictures has become an increasing part of the
financial landscape, combined with split rights
sales.  This strategy uses key elements in
production and marketing specifically, to tailor a
product that will open well in two or more foreign
territories outside the US.

EQUITY /DEBT INCENTIVES

Split right / Co production deals are only the tip of
Hollywood’s global search for cash.
The impact of global equity and debt programs to
attract Hollywood either via:
• lowered interest rates (such as the PFTC 

incentive program of approx 2.5% interest in 
Australia) 

• privileged equity arrangements (amendments to 
the double tax treaty between US and Australia 
removing withholding taxes on intra company 
dividends between US and Australian
companies), 

• development of tax sheltered film investment
incentives such as UK, Ireland, Australia and to
lesser extent in Germany and Canada to encourage
full wrap around funding of production or
marketing costs on a tax sheltered basis all drive
the business. 

The development of world banking and
insurance interest in gap equity financing in the
mid-to-late 1990s before collapse due to
inappropriate use of risk assessment strategy
and lack of investor knowledge of the
Hollywood infrastructure, further pushed the
focus globally. Currently the impact of the
decline of German tax shelter sources has seen
the birth of new paradigms such as the newly
merged combination of Spyglass, Intermedia
and Initial Entertainment. Similarly many
international sales companies are financially
weakened as a result of the equity
bank/insurance deals. The combination, of low
costs, incentives, viable markets and ability to
split right key foreign territories now mean
Hollywood can sew its financing quilt in many
ways.

CREATIVE CHOICE MEETS THE
GLOBAL MARKET PLACE

The nature of creative choice is now affected
by the financial and practical realities of the
global market place. Star shopping for
marquee value is important as name stars
matter in foreign markets. Furthermore, cherry
picking stars by national origin opens the
doors to incentive programs, grants, market
cache on a film’s release and not
insignificantly, possible avoidance of SAG
rules. Three nation Co Productions made with
a name multinational cast sourced from

international stars in the respective countries
of origin, may make for three strong territories
and today be key co production partner
finance elements. Role sharing, using name
value cameos or half screen time appearances
to cut or alter deal costs impact creative
options. As do cultural and location factors
and even the amount of spend that must meet
local incentive or tax shelter requirements.
The trade offs in talent, location, language,
choice of directors, and the alike all flow into
the mix. Today’s producer must balance every
story line, cast and basic elements in a trade
off of creative choice measured against
financial do-ability. In some cases creative
compromise cannot stand the cost reduction
and risk aversion strategy approach as ultimate
product sale-ability and marketability issues
maybe more adversely affected than helped by
the decision choices on the table.

AUSTRALIAN TALENT UPDATE

In a mix that is vital to the decision making
process the origin of cast and key elements are
creative choices. The 2002 Golden Globe
Australia fest of multiple winners provides a
further creative imperative to use this
jurisdiction, besides its incentives and tax shelter
programs. Now top talent can be added from
those who are either citizens or residents without
compromise relative to creative imperatives.

SPLIT RIGHTS 
DEALMAKING IN 2002

DEFINITION

Split right financing in a risk adverse world
implies that we use and know all the tools that
are available to fund a picture. Split Rights
financing a.k.a. fractionalizing of rights,
commonly refers to the process of the pre-sale
of defined territories and related rights streams
to distributors or exhibitors, either foreign or
domestic to help finance a picture up front.  In
the early to mid-90s the theory and marketplace
existed, pioneered by outfits such as Cannon
and De Laurentis to allow such deals to occur.

The marketplace for such rights, availability of
presales, their values and supporting collateral
has changed much. The process in theory is
good; the practice however has not always
proved so good a deal. The death of the
companies mentioned pays tribute to this view.
Often you could end up owning a meaningless
piece of a deal or nothing as you struggled to
hang on to the last bit you owned finally having
to trade it off just to get a sufficient marketing
deal to give it a meaningful release.

THE PAST

The mid to late 90’s saw new versions of the
game in play based on the notion that if one
held more pieces back, the values nearer to a
release date would yield more and allow better
deals to be struck. The bridging tool used to
assist such a notion was the concept of gap
equity investment, fueled by unwitting banks
and insurance companies. The investment in
uncovered equity was being secured by unsold
territories that had not been subject to upfront
presale. The intent being to sell higher later or
hang on if the project looked a hit for mutual
benefit. Gap equity was seen as a risk
investment mitigated by accurate risk
assessment profiling. The glue holding it
together was the sales estimates for the unsold
territories by sales agents. The glue came
unstuck and killed a potentially great tool. 

THE PRESENT

Hollywood was voracious in its search for cheap
and risk driven equity in this time. Tax shelter
programs in Germany, Canada, Australia, UK
and Ireland were utilized to cover not just gap
equity but whole budgets. Many of the deals
were backed by everything from mere sales
warranties to full wrap around lending programs
sourced back to the studios used to create off
balance sheet financing. The deals often were
not valid investments in underlying pictures but
merely an unholy alliance designed to give
Hollywood a share of investors’ tax savings.
The producer received the benefits of a defacto
subsidy and off balance sheet financing often

top talent 
can be added 

without compromise 
relative to creative imperatives.

Russell Crowe At The Golden Globes Nicole Kidman At The Golden Globes
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under deal terms that gave little if anything of
the profits back to investors, or if they did on
terms well below market value for equity
dollars contributed.

THE FUTURE

In the last few years a trend of co-production
investment and defacto partnership
arrangements more akin to join venture
financing has emerged. The idea being to self
finance pictures via co-production partner
investment secured by each partner’s
distribution expertise in key territories. E.g.
Warner Bros/ Village Roadshow 5 year, 40 film
deal, Working Title/Universal and
Disney/Spyglass.  The range of first look, output
deals, shared distribution arrangements were as
numerous as free handouts at Film Festivals
In 2002 split right financing is now a wider term
in a deal makers vocabulary. In essence it now
refers to:
• pre sale of territories and related rights to 

distributors and exhibitors upfront, 
• securing of gap equity or debt investment from 

co-production partners 
•  tax shelter driven, risk sensitive equity either 

in full or gap 
• accessing cash tax incentive programs to
finance a pictures production and marketing
needs.  The above areas reward the isolation of
production and marketing activities by a split
right territory approach.  Choosing a foreign
deal can create a double dip arrangement that
reduces significantly a film’s budgeted bottom
line cost.

DEALMAKER SPLIT RIGHTS
TOOLS FOR 2002

Here are some of the tools and issues of import if
you want to make pictures in 2002. The list is not
exhaustive and methods and techniques are merely
illustrative of an approach path that may or may
not work for a specific project. The slate approach
used firstly to twist split rights sales and then later
to justify a lower risk profile for a wider spread of
gap equity investments, is not in our opinion the
optimal path for many projects today. The thread is
so fine and the players so hyped that while initial or
specific equity or debt contributions may be
sourced from such an approach, that is not the way
to tweak the overall financing path. A “cookie
cutter, safety in numbers approach” may sound
fine, but is harder to reconcile with a project
tailoring approach designed to achieve a “best
results” position.
Today the deals combined with the world of split
rights finance are more complex than ever. In our
last article (The Business of Film November 2001)
and here, we have pressed our long held view that
fiscal and commercial caution requires that
substance always triumph over form. The delta
between form and substance in relation to tax
shelter deals, and off and on balance sheet capital
markets transactions and corporate reporting is the
distance between you and a courtroom (the bigger
the delta the higher the probability of such an event
a.k.a. Enron 101). 
This is a contrarian viewpoint as many that play the
game seek to push the envelope. Enron and our
business failures of the late eighties have taught us
there is ultimately a price for all corporate venality. 
The following represent some of the tools we see
as delivering  Money (the Holy Grail if you will)
for pictures in the next few years.

The characterizations are our own and the
examples given are only some of what can be done
in each area.  Deal making viability depends on the
project and the state of the various markets at the
time of execution.

SPLIT RIGHTS/GAP EQUITY/TAX
SHELTER INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

In recent past, many Negative Pick style deals
were manipulated in form and effect into complete
financing tax shelter wrap around deals. Our last
article (The Business Of Film  November 2001)
showed a wrap around studio deal, all money
financed by the studio, no at-risk investor money,
no real prospect or intent of revenue sharing, but
merely the creation of a subsidy sharing deal via
the nature of the arrangements. The balance sheet
classification of such deals varied dependent on
the degree of support and the level of studio risk in
play.

CASE STUDY ONE

Today a pure form split right, pure gap equity tax
shelter deal is a possible and viable option.

FACT MODEL

Producer sells US domestic rights for say 30%
plus a US minimum P&A spend, together with the
added carrot of representing the Rest of World
distribution rights in return for the advance. 

The equity to be covered by the Rest of World
rights is then subject to an at risk tax shelter gap
equity deal. The investor risk profile is developed
to ensure that sales estimates legitimately match
and cover the margin of equity exposure. The deal
numbers are then further tweaked by the tax
shelter impact. The gap equity is at high tax rate
twice covered, once by the error margin in the
sales estimates and again by the tax parachute.
The risk profile is then made sexier due to cost
savings of say 30%. The deal with the distributor
is further enhanced to underwrite the non-
recoupment of its advance over territories but
capped to the 30% of the advance. The producer
then underwrites the sales estimates that are the
subject of the gap to a 50% maximum of any
short fall between the gap equity break even and
actual sales deferred out to year 7, the level based
on net actual sales after distribution fees.
So where are we?  We now have a picture that
costs 30% covered by an advance plus gap
equity.  The sales estimates for foreign are at
least twice the reduced budget and this covers the
gross gap equity 3.75 times.  The net gap equity
risk at close to 50% tax rates is then 50 cents per
gap equity dollar at risk.  The after tax gap equity
exposure now is covered seven times by the gross
pre tax sale estimates. In the event of a bomb, gap
equity is partially covered by the producer
guarantee of up to 50% of the gap equity loss. If
sales in the rest of world approached zero then
investors would be uncovered to the extent of
50cents per dollar of gap equity or 25 cents after
tax per gap equity dollar.
What just happened? Here every body wins and

the risk profile for each player is very low or as
close to zero as one gets.

US DISTRIBUTOR

The US distributor gets to break even on the
advance if and when the rest of world sales
distribution fees equal this number. The risk of
that not happening is further lowered by recourse
through a limited cross collateralization right to
the extent of approximately one third of the
advance. The US Distributor gets US rights for
little or no financial risk and has Rest of World
rights and limited cross collateralizing to help
mitigate loss. The real risk is the advance less this
cover of 30% that means real risk at 20% of the
initial budget on a pre tax basis or to 10% post tax
dependant on the tax rate.  The distributor gets
product and stands to lose very little given that
P& A is in first place for recoupment. Dependent
on whether the deal is at risk or not the status of
the advance may be reduced to something much
less onerous and allow the whole deal to slip off
the balance sheet completely.

GAP EQUITY TAX SHELTER
PARTICIPANTS

The gap equity investors real net risk on what was
a $1 of gross budget, is less than ten cents on an
after tax basis. The net risk is covered 15 times via
the Rest of World sales estimates.  The gamble
here for a 10-cent bet, is $1 worth of production
value with the bet being covered 15 times. Using
regression analysis, the sales estimates would
have to achieve less than 30% of target before net
losses would occur. On such a statistical view a
90% + probability assessment could realistically
be placed by an investor on such an event not
occurring. So the investor has low risk of loss
and a high probability of making money.

PRODUCER

The producer gets a win-win deal - the ability
to own the picture in year 7 for a nominal
transfer fee, receives usual production fees
and may own 50% of rest of world profits
after gap equity recoupment. If the Producer
guarantee is called on in year 7, in net present
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value terms it only equals the production fee.
The net results in a worst case is a zero earn
and a film to add to the library in year 7.
What a deal!  Make pictures with other
peoples’ money and own half of the foreign
substantial rights and ultimately the future
post year 7.
Variations of the above are possible with
specific rights and also combined with
various incentive programs and co production
twists. The net result creates a risk profile
that leaves all with a prospect of profit and
narrowed to zero probability of loss.

SPLIT RIGHTS CO-PRODUCTION
TAX & INCENTIVE FAVORED

PROGRAMS

Co production deals that manipulate cross
border tax shelter and tax incentive programs
are at the high end of town, requiring the
highest levels of dealmaker sophistry. Let us
take the last example. Now imagine that we can
create a two-country co production deal.  Under
the treaty arrangements the film will qualify
potentially for tax incentives and shelter status
in both countries. The relevant co production
treaty terms and applicable individual national
laws will have to be carefully adhered to. One
mistake will destroy one or both sets of
arrangements. Creative choice will often be
affected in that cultural requirements via use of
appropriate directors, actors, writers will impact
on the arrangements.  In most cases as seen in
Canada these can be accommodated or worked
through.

CASE STUDY 2 
CO-PRODUCTION CROSS

BORDER TAX SWITCH

Imagine our film is green lighted and fully funded.
We want to own it all. How can we make it cheaper?
Let us assume it can be made in two countries, at a
cost saving of 15% over a make in the US. 
At a reduced budget if 70% is spent in country A
then 70 % of it may qualify for cash tax incentives,
interest breaks and or other tax break subsidies
giving us up to 20% toward the budget. Then on
completion a full wrap around deal with tax shelter
investors in country B is done via a sale and lease
back deal that net of cost will put up to another 20%
in cash into the pool without any real yielding of net
profit potential.

ANALYSIS

A two-nation co production deal achieves the
following - saves money up front, and  gets equal
subsidies from each place that collectively
contributed between 25%- 40% of the budget
without really giving away any real rights. This
reduces net investment at best to just over half
what it would have been. More significantly we
have two countries where the co production
partners positioning achieves a good result as well
joint ownership of all other rights.

SPLIT RIGHTS MARKETING & 
CO-PRODUCION PROGRAMS

Now replay the last example but instead use
country investors in a full wrap around deal to
underwrite production cost on a tax shelter basis.

Then use country B investors via the same wrap
around to take out country A via negative pick up
type deal via a sale and lease back. The degree of
profit sharing versus real risk equity then can be
structured between a full or partial wrap around to
reflect various respect profiles.  Add to the mix
some co production guarantees and some pre-sales
and you have a very attractive gap equity deal based
tax shelter double dip. Running the numbers can be
very sobering as you can, dependent on the country
and degree of the gap, create very stable low risk
high return positions for each co production partner
and any outside equity or industry investors.

SPLIT RIGHTS NOTIONAL
PARTNERSHIP/DEFACTO 

EQUITY PROGRAMS

Hollywood’s savvy risk averse players are using
the concept of joint venture financing more than
ever before. Many deals and slates now resort to
risk aversion techniques to jointly fund deals. 

NOTIONAL PARTNERSHIPS

While not true partnerships these arrangement
split financing and risk across several participants
who contribute not only money but distribution
expertise in key markets. 

DEFACTO EQUITY

Defacto Equity is created via deals where gap or
full equity tax shelter arrangements raise off
balance sheet money.  Such money going in
production is often a quid quo pro deal that
releases more money for marketing and
distribution clout.  Such arrangements are often
contained in the deals, which through legal design
are meant to be isolated from some of the
participant’s books. Currently a trend exists to
create in the form of foreign independent
companies run by key executives or favored on the
lot producers, where the legal substance conceals
the reality. The reality is that they are under the
management and/or control of an overseas big
brother.  Such a path is fraught with difficulty. The
substance-over-form issue looks set to kill some
tax shelter deals.  Great care must be taken to
ensure such defacto enterprises are not subject to
look through by foreign governments or investors.
In the late eighties early nineties we saw in the US
a similar scenario in the limited partner ship deals
of Silver Screen Partners I to IV. The winners
versus loser’s mentality of such a portfolio
approach to independent film investment saw
limited to good returns but no better often than
direct investment in the stock of studios. Many
investors’ found to their costs that such interests
suffered from a lack of liquidity notorious in the
limited partnership securities market.
Today hybrids of these deals are possible but without
tax shelter support and real wrap around guarantees
these, like the initial deals are unlikely to appeal. The
magic will only happen where funds offer an

aggressive and  substancial chance of growth and
deals with limited risk profiles. Gap equity funds of
such nature have been developed in a number of
countries but none have yet to be overly attractive in
design or fundamental investment elements.

SPLIT RIGHTS FORMAL DEBT &
EQUITY SHARING PROGRAMS

A trend of the majors to acquire formal interests in
other enterprises has emerged and there are many
examples where full or partial control has been
orchestrated to acquire product or access to top-
level production talent. The latest merger of
Spyglass/Intermedia/Initial Entertainment also
sees Disney in the mix.  As tax shelter programs
create a flow of product so then does the potential
for foreign production and marketing entities to
formalize their equity bases in a traditional manner.

SPLIT RIGHTS SWAPS

The new tax law changes across the globe plus the
changes in financial accounting in Hollywood that
now require marketing costs be expensed up front
may create new swap options. P&A is last-out-first
back money and it is vital to ensure any filmed
entertainment product gets its day at the theatre.
Swap deals could play like this: Tax shelter group
A will swap roles and take out advertising dollars
in exchange for finance on a soft basis to fund
production efforts. The swap deal betters equity
investors risk profiles and improves the write off
position deal for other participants. The deals are
too complex but it is another new tool to provide
off balance sheet production and marketing
finance as well as favorable accounting treatments
and further tax shelter potential.
The above deal groupings are all capable of being
cross woven with each other to maximize funding
options and to change the risk reward profiles of
all involved. The nature of such an approach can
be plainly seen as moving away from slate
approach to a picture-by-picture tweaking.
Dealmakers must be worldly lateral thinkers - to
not be may cost you millions on lost deals or
excessive cost structures.

GERMAN NEW FORM 
PRODUCTION FUND 

(SWAP DEAL ?)

A new form of gap equity fund tied closely to
known Hollywood indentities, is about to be
launched this January. Alliance Cinema
Entertainment Fund a.k.a ACE FUND will raise
about $250m in Germany to fund an initial slate of
18 films between $10- $70m. The investor hook is
that the deal with the investors is that all
arrangements place them in first place recoupment
over players until they have re couped 120% of the
investment in a picture. The hook being a lower
risk profile to investors due to an allegedly higher
place in the food chain. 

TAX SHELTER UPDATE 2002
DECISION MATRIX

Jurisdiction X

At Risk Money vs Not at Risk Money
The decision tree matrix below defines all the
major tax shelter issues that should be the subject
of considered opinion when assessing deal
viability.
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1. Is full wrap around funding required?
2. Gap Equity only or cash subsidy?
3. Entitlement Compliance Issues
4. Securities Law Compliance
5. Tax Law Compliance
6. Gap % to that of Total Budget/Value of subsidy
7. Balance Sheet status
8. When and where
9. Creative Choice Issues
Many deals are limited in effectiveness because
they are full wrap around transactions only.  In the
UK and Irish Sale and Lease Backs arrangements
will only work and attract funding if the whole or
substantially all of the deal is a wrap around. In a
wrap around by definition you already have the
funding in place and are merely looking to lay off
some of the action. Some places put caps on
budgets or amounts that any one investor can
contribute. UK and Ireland are prime examples of
such constraints.  The investors there do not have
to be at risk which means the in-house financier is.
The trade off is you give away less of the deal and
get what amounts really to a share of tax benefits.
In Australia 10BA & 10B deals must subject the
investors to the possibility of economic risk.  Gap
equity has been attempted but many large
offerings were merely wrap around transactions. 
A hot button in the industry is incentive
entitlement in relation to tax rebates and tax
shelter programs. Much attention is being paid to
this issue - breach any entitlement requirement
and every one is in trouble.

Tax law can see you caught in a foreign tax trap. Is
it worth the hassle?  Some tax shelter deals, after
all the running around are not worth it. Companies
really genuinely need to raise money and split
risks to make such a path worthwhile. The new
Australian subsidy is a cash grant and like Canada
this with other savings can be very attractive
compared to the hassle of tax shelter money that
does not represent a real risk investment. Is a deal
really off balance sheet? Some new deal forms
move past being mere pickups and create
contractual positions where the issues are blurred
by design. The objective being to use name value
not cash or as little cash as you get away with to
buy as much of the pie as possible. Only deals
where investors appear truly at risk seem to have
the substance to claim true off balance sheet
status. Where and when you can get tax incentives
is also a vital concern. One not to be missed
neither is who gets them or who gets the cash. Will
they hand it over two years after the deal?  Many
investors  found out the answer too late.
A deeper question is whether the tax shelter path is
one that requires you to comprise creative choice -
compromise to the point where the option has
negative impact on the production and marketing
values inherent in a film. If so, all the savings
sought may be illusory if not terminal to the deal
in question.

Creative choices relating to subject matter,
director, cast, location and finance deal making
choice all collide on global basis as never before.
It is not just a cost thing, it is also a sales and a
marketing thing. Trade offs abound do we make it
this way or that way, here rather than there or with
an Australian star or a European star. Each road
opens a different market and therefore a different
risk profile. In times past decisions were made by
the seat of the pants method. The smart and the
fast today are developing standards and
approaches that enable rule of thumb wing it
decisions to be validated and cross checked. The
import of such processes lead to the emergence of
the CFO mentality. It was once said that an
economist could tell you how much of A and how
much of B there is or may be. They just can never
tell you what either is worth. The film business
mantra of creative choice always overruling pure
financial concerns still remains the industry’s
cultural ethos. The new market place more than
any other before it sees this culture being more
tempered by the cultures of financial engineering
and global deal making.

POSTSCRIPT

DEAL MAKER HEAVEN

The risk averse world of split right financing
provide those in this business with an unparalleled
choice in how to structure deals and opportunities
to make things happen as never before. Large
corporate film companies are willing to mix it up,
and  the options are endless. Under the smoke and
mirrors of it all, key creative choices drive the
business. Top draw films, with brand value stars,
appropriate financing with well resourced release
strategies still have the best chance to make it.
Poor relation films, with no star appeal, little
marketing thought and even less resources invite
disaster. The financial wizardry available today is
highly impressive but it needs to be matched by
quality film making if full benefit is to be taken.

FINAL THOUGHT

Deal making today cannot stand delegation or rule
by committee.
The use of isolated experts, each highly skilled in
their own area is a recipe for disaster. Enron more
poignantly and cogently than any other recent
corporate collapse shows us that. You need  the best
people in every area but ultimately today is the day
of the generalist. Generals, who appreciate legal,
finance, production and marketing issues equally. 
Many times we on a professional level meet the
delegated experts who are left in the field without
the support of a good general. The result is always
the same.  A disaster. Why?  Well because the areas
are so intertwined that no one expert no matter how
talented can really appreciate what is really at stake.
If you wish to pursue any of the financing routes we
have described please take the following caution
seriously. Never try to hire or seek advice by way of
a delegated approach.  Good lawyers, good finance
guys are all essential but left to their own devices it
is only a question of when, not if something major
will hit the fan.
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Le Montrose, West Hollywood’s
favorite celebrity hideout, recently
completed a $3 million renovation

program.  The architects have structured a
dramatic new glass and steel canopy
entrance to the hotel reflecting a European
ambiance. The lightness and transparency of
the glass canopy are carried through in the
design of the facade, where new four story
high glazing together with new steel balcony
railings and coordinated color scheme
complete and enhance the new image of the
exterior of the hotel. Steel, glass, and wood
elements have been introduced to update
and complement the traditional art nouveau
interiors.

John Douponce General Manger
commented. “Le Montrose Suite Hotel is
one of West Hollywood’s foremost

luxury hotels, have completely renovating
sixty of our one hundred and thirty two
suites, on the third and fourth floors,
including all our one and two bedroom
suites, to continue to maintain our
prominent position in the marketplace” he
continued “Our rooftop tennis court very
popular with our guest is been resurfaced, as
well as the pool area with its Jacuzzi which
have all new furniture. The Health Club has
been remodeled with new state–of-the- art
equipment. To further ensure the continued
security of our many high profile guests, a
new security system has been installed
throughout the hotel.”

In the sixty renovated rooms, three
sophisticated and inviting schemes have
been implemented. The terracotta

ensemble uses bright colors and fun fabrics,
the aubergine scheme provide a transitional
bouquet of delicately muted “feel-good”
colors with floral accents. The wood
furniture boasts a subtle diamond design
and is finished in a two-tone stain, which
complements all three-color schemes.
Especially crafted lamps and light fixtures
add the finishing touches. The refurbishment
of Le Montrose  sees the addition of a
number of new services and amenities to its
sunken living rooms, fireplaces, private
balconies, and kitchenettes, data ports and
voice mail, the new amenities include in-
suite fax machines, copiers, printers, high-
speed Internet access, portable telephones,
27-inch televisions in the bedroom and living
room, and stereo system compact disc
players. The Private Library Restaurant color
scheme conversion, includes new carpet,
furniture, wall-coverings, and linens.

The landscaping of the hotel carries out the
themes of lightness and layering introduced
in the building renovation. Tiered plantings
of bamboo create a semi-transparent layers
against the building, while bougainvillea
cascades over planters at the base of the
building, providing color and texture. 

Meeting facilities on the Lobby level have
been upgraded with modified lighting,
sound and electrical systems and wired for
the production for the flexibility of press
Conferences and production meetings. In
addition the 825-ft. boardroom when
required can be divided into two rooms.

THE BUSINESS OF FILM
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One Bedroom Suite  • C-class Mercedes or an ML320 SUV*
Package has a 3 night minimum stay requirement.

Suite and Car Package 2 • $310.00

Executive Suite  • Full Size Vehicle*
Package has a 3 night minimum stay requirement.

Suite and Car Package 1 • $199.00

* The rate includes tax and VLF only.
Other charges may apply (e.g. Gas, tickets and optional coverages which will

be billed to the customers credit card separately)
Please CALL the hotel DIRECTLY to book this package and 

ASK FOR 2002 LA BUSINESS PACKAGE
to obtain the above rates, other hotel charges 

such as hotel occupancy tax will apply.

Le Montrose Suite Hotel, the celebrities choice, and 
The Luxury Edition Car Rental have teamed together to offer 

the following EXCLUSIVE packages for The Business Of Film’s 
clientele while visitng Los Angeles throughout 2002.

A complimentary chauffered sedan provided by Luxe Limousine
will transfer you from LAX to the hotel.

Please supply flight information at time of your booking.

2002 LA Business Package Unbeatable

Mercedes Car & Luxury Hotel Package
Book NOW! LeMontrose Suite Hotel (310) 855-1115



West Hollywood’s only boutique car
rental firm is owned and operated
by entrepreneur Tony Phelps.

Situated on Sunset Boulevard.  The
enterprising Phelps a native of Texas came
to Los Angeles ten years ago. Since entering
the rental business 25years ago he has
worked in all aspects of the car rental
industry for two of the major car rental
groups Phelps  commented “I found that I
have a passion for the work, and
subsequently felt that I felt there was a need
in the marketplace for a boutique operation
that emphasized service to the client big or
small. Service is the key to our operation,
and the number one asset in our rapid
growth and success”. He continued “our
attention to detail translates into providing,
and upgrading the very best level of service
to our predominantly Celebrity and Film
and Television Executive clients”. 

Over 40% of the fleet are luxury high-
end performance vehicles: Porsche’s,
Range Rover’s, Jaguars, Rolls

Royce’s and Bentley’s, another sixty
Mercedes, Audi’s and Ten Jaguar S Type 4.00
litre cars have been added to the Luxury
Line. Transfer to and from the airport, to and
from your hotel, whichever category of car is
rented is all part of the service.

Phelps is constantly introducing an
array of new services for his
international clientele. To meet the

many requests of a growing sector of the
rental car business that require an even more
personal and specialized service, The Luxury
Edition Car Rental recently branched out
into the Limousine service business. Phelps
acquired TNT Limousine Livery Service
which has a separate fleet of Chauffeur
driven Limo’s and Town cars. In January
2001, Phelps added Showtime Limousine (A
TNT company) further expanding their
services. “Although our customers are
equally divided between the Film, TV and
Music industries, we are catering to a
growing clientele of discerning individuals
and groups from abroad, who often visit Los
Angeles, in the other business sectors.”

The Luxury Edition Car Rental works
with all the major hotels in West
Hollywood and the Beverly Hills area.

Phelps has forged a number of relationships
with many leading Entertainment
Corporations and takes care of all their
Executives needs, while in they are based in
Los Angeles. 
The company’s reputation has been built on
the foundation of Phelps philosophy, the
customer is king. Like all entrepreneurs 
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Advertisement Feature

Phelps maintains a hands-on daily
approach, and has surrounded
himself with a dedicated team of

professionals, who share his philosophy.
Phelps added” The overall business in West
Hollywood and Los Angeles is growing at a
tremendous rate, and we are constantly
improving the many ways in which our
company can continue to meet the needs
and requirements of our loyal customers.”





The DoriaGrand Hotel is located close
to the Central Station, in a
characteristic turn-of-the-century

building The refined Milanese DoriaGrand
Hotel - 4 star de luxe - is a perfect choice for
those visiting the city who want to enjoy
premium service, elegant surroundings and
the finishing touches that distinguish and
characterize the hotel.

Original antiques a Liberty table and
chest of drawers furnishes the
reception area. Throughout the

lobby entrance the polychrome marble of the
floor is dramatically laid in an extraordinary
geometric design, which harmonizes with
the pastel Venetian stuccoed walls. Three
large paintings by Emilio Tadini
complement the elegant, luxurious, Liberty
and Art Deco atmosphere as the friendly
multi-lingual staff greets you.

In the rooms, deep brocade drapes,
the carpets, the wall-lamps and
chandeliers are the result of a

stylishly defined decor.  The splendour
of mahogany has been utilised for the
furniture, the doors and in the reception
area in white or gray. Carrara marble is
signature in the large bathrooms of the
bedrooms (108 double-rooms, 8 single-
rooms and 2 suites). 

The Doria Cafe is cosy and
intimate, most evening you can
listen to the magical touch of a

well-known Jazz pianist. In the
renowned Capriccio Restaurant (seating
for 50) light soft tones of green dominate
and are heightened by a trompe l’oeil on
the walls, with a view of a gushing
water fountain.

Finally, there are three soundproof and
comfortable meeting rooms, named
after Italo Svevo, Eugenio Montale une

Umberto Saba: a further tribute to the turn-
of-the-century culture. Adorned with deeply
woven fabric on the walls and a la mode
ceiling fixtures, they are ideal for meetings or
conferences of up to 80 people.  A fourth
meeting room was recently added Gli Archi
taking its name from the arched architecture
of its structure. The Gli Archi is also
available for cocktails, parties, and private
dinner parties or gala events. The
management’s attention to fashionable detail
and glamour are accompanied by the full
range of modern technology, which make
the DoriaGrand an incomparable location
and place where one can work undisturbed,
but with the support of very attentive
service, as required. Attached to the
DoriaGrand is an annex garage for 184 cars

Doria Grand Hotel - 
Via Andrea Doria 22

20124, Milano
Tel: 00 3902 67 411 411
Fax: 00 3902 669 6669

Website: www.doriagrandhotel.it
E-mail: info@doriagrandhotel.it
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Especially designed with the
business traveller in mind, the
newly refurbished Hotel

PolizianoFiera is situated on a quiet
street in the fastest developing area of
Milan the ‘Malpensa pole’ only 300
meters from the Milan’s International
Fiera.  Easily accessible, the
PolizianoFiera is also close to the
motorways that link the surrounding
cities directly to Milan and the City
centre.

The hotel is named after Angelo
Poliziano, a poet and humanist
who was born in Montepulciano

(1454) and raised in the court of Lorenzo
il Magnifico. Poliziano’s famous
collection of verse “Stanze” (Rooms)
was written to celebrate a tournament

won by Giuliano de Medici, Lorenzo il
Magnifico’s son, who introduced
Giuliano into Florentine politics. In
modern day Milan, Italy’s creative
hub where business is the buzz word,
Hotel PolizianoFiera motto is
“Incontrarsiamilano” (Meeting in
Milan) inviting it’s guest to enjoy its
celebrated facilities in the renown
Capital of Merchants and
merchandise.

In the summer of 2000 all the main
areas of the hotel were completely
renovated. The carpeting

throughout was especially designed
by its owner Andrea Bertolio to give
the main areas that “special warmth”
associated with its sister hotel The
DoriaGrand. 

All one hundred soundproofed
rooms including two Junior
Suites on the 7th and 8th floors

with views of Milan’s famous Duomo
Cathedral have undergone a complete
refurbishment.  All the rooms are now
equipped with touch tone telephones
and satellite TV. The PolizanoFiera is
one of the first hotels worldwide to have
four completely ‘allergy free’ room for
clients who suffer from allergies.

With management’s philosophy
dedicated to a high standard of
guest satisfaction, from its

friendly and courteous staff to the many
personalised services, the PolizianoFiera
scores high on the list of the best
hospitality experiences in Milan.

PolizianoFiera and is managed by
Paoletta Garden, a Milan based
company run by Andrea Bertolio, which
since 1993 has managed the highly
successful DoriaGrand hotel Milan. 

Hotel PolizianoFiera
Via Poliziano 11

20154, Milano
Tel: 00 3902 31 91 911
Fax: 00 3902 31 91 931

Website: www.hotelpolizianofiera.it
E-mail: info@hotelpolizianofiera.it
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Gordon Iaconetti is a one-of-a-kind
designer whose philosophy
embraces a rare sense of aesthetic

that make up a composition of spirituality
and commerce.  His philosophy, consistently
applied to il n’y a que deux , has been based
on embracing and blending the pleasures
derived from sight, touch, taste, smell, and
sound.  Acknowledging the fundamental
that clothing is the cornerstone of our
modern life, his artistic viewpoint and
concept is that without the ability to
experience the senses, you cannot “breathe”
therefore you cannot “live.”  His ethos can be
summed up thus:  good fashion should do
something for the wearer that represents a
materialistic orgasm.

With a respect for the structure of
design establishments—where
technical correctness, the rigors of

pattern making, the benefits of business
skills, and the discipline of a formal
education play an important role—Iaconetti
chose to allow the world and its people to be
his school of design.  He believes that there’s
a difference between good design that sets
the standard for fashion versus the

compilation of clothes that will sell like
hotcakes. “ Good design sense” he says  “is
hard to teach.  You’ve either got it or you
don’t.  It’s like fine arts.  You can get a degree
in fine arts but you may never become a
master.  The great masters had an instinct
and passion that drove them to create works
of art that would only increase in importance
(and value) over time, yet many never had
any formal training at all.”

Gordon Iaconetti’s career started in the
shoe industry where, for over a
decade, he was involved in retail,

wholesale, buying, manufacturing, and
design in Europe, Asia, South America, and
North America.
“To do well in shoes,” he says, “you had to
know and understand the fashion circle and
then design or buy accordingly.  So, from the
beginning of my career, I was always
focused on anticipation of the ‘next great
idea’ that would dominate the runways.”
After a decade of focusing on feet, he
decided to move up the anatomy, and in the
fall of 1986,  il n’y a que deux  opened its
doors at 1405 Crescent Street where it’s still
headquartered.  

The company’s  atelier is located on the
premises, and Iaconetti only
outsources when needed to meet

demand, provided the companies meet the
strict quality control requirements that he
demands. The clothes reflect the ethos of
Iaconetti design.  il n’y a que deux  is derived
from the Parisian saying, literally translated
means there’s only two—man and woman,
night and day, yin and yang.  All of the
clothes in every collection are a combination
of two thoughts—simplicity and
sophistication, casual and elegant, tradition
and contemporary,  pret-a-porter and made-
to-measure.  Men’s and women’s.
il n’y a que deux  designs are defined by its
customers, who are success  stories in their
own right.  

The il n’y a que deux  brand enhances
their persona.  Gordon Iaconetti
concludes “Our only—and

continuing—measure of success and
recognition is our satisfied customer, who
keeps coming back, regardless of where they
travel around the globe. Our website is:
http://www.ilnyaquedeux.com
or, better yet, come to the store. After all, you
really should experience us from a complete
sensory perspective.”

1405 rue crescent
montreal quebec

canada
h3g 2b2

telephone
(514) 843-5665
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